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Pro-choice group seeks
legitimacy on campus
group would be recognized at
a Catholic, Jesuit institution. I
ASST NEWS EDITOR
would not approve such a
A new group of Students for group."
Choice is in the process of
"There is no desire on my
trying to establish itself at Holy part, or the part of the college,
Cross. The group, led by to to stifle discussion on this
Meghan O'Hara '91, held their politically,
morally,
and
first meeting last Thursday at ethically important issue. We
an off-campus house on Caro want to support this type of
St. The groups first goal is to discussion." He said that the
seek legitimacy from the group has access to the Daily
college, according to O'Hara.
News and can meet in any of
Dr.
Peter
Simonds, the common rooms of the
associate dean of students, Hogan
campus
center,
denied
group
the
the although he will not support
traditional privilege of a three- official recognition of the
meeting trial period in the group.
Hogan conference rooms free
The first meeting of the
of charge. Simonds said he did group,
attended
by
not let the group go through approximately 20 people, both
the traditional procedure male and female, "went very
because he felt it "would be well," according to O'Hara,
leading them on to give them and prompted representatives
any hope that a pro-choice of the group to visit the
By TAMMY WILSON

American
Civil
Liberties
Union. Ron Madnick of the
ACLU
"is
currently
researching [the groups] rights
with respect to college law and
religious institutions."
Next Wednesday the group
will
co-sponsor
Mary
Traubridge, a spokesperson
for Catholics for Pro-choice,
with the College Democrats.
They plan to host a discussion
about Traubridge's lecture
shortly after it.
This week the College
Democrats sponsored a poll
evaluating student support for
the existence of a pro-choice
group at Holy Cross.
As of yet the group has
received no official recognition
from the college, but O'Hara
said, "We are focusing on
gaining legitimacy so that it
will be group that will last."

Housing lottery revamped
By RENATA SADUNAS
NEWS EDITOR

It is almost March 1, and
everybody is looking forward
to the rest and relaxation that
Spring Break will afford,
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however it's not too early for
students to contemplate where
they want to live next year. The
housing lottery has already
begun, with the required $100
deposit due no later than
Monday,
said
Gary
Carskaddan, who is in his
second year as the assistant
director of housing at Holy
Cross.
"Students gave me a lot of
feedback last year, after the
lottery," said Carskaddan, who
experienced the lottery himself
for the first time last year. He
said this feedback
has
motivated him to make what
he is hoping will be some
improvements in the system.
Along with the Computer
Information
Service,
Carskaddan said he has put
over 100 hours into updating
the computer segment of the
lottery.
A within-house component
and a suite component have
been newly added to the
computer program in order to
help eliminate mistakes and
misunderstandings, he said.
Students must enter their
preferences into a computer
18-21.
between
March
Carskaddan explained that the

computer randomizes students
by class, and
from this
randomized list, the housing
department can determine
who gets first pick, second
pick, etc.
In addition to improving
the computer segment of the
lottery, Carskaddan said he has
revamped the room selection
process as well. He has allotted
separate times for suites,
modified suites: male and
female, Loyola, with-in house,
and inter-house.
In recalling last year's
experience, he promised that it
will not be as hot and crowded,
and students will be able to
hear their number due to the
use of a PA.system.
As for housing costs, a
standard room for the 1991-92
school year will cost $2,850,
while modified suites will cost
$3,000, and Loyola and
traditional suites will run
$3,200, said Carskaddan. He
clarified that a traditional
suites and Loyola rooms
include bathrooms, while the
modified suites do not.
Carskaddan noted that
housing will accommodate
(Continued on Page 9)

A view of Caro Street from a window vandalized during
The Crucader
the 100 Days Banquet Saturday night.

Action may be connected with threats

Off-campus house
vandalized
By JEFFREY R. JABLONSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Six Holy Cross women, two
of whom are board members
of the Holy Cross Women's
Forum,returned to their home
at 25 Caro Street last Saturday
after the 100 Days Banquet
and discovered the front pane
of their double paned window
had been broken by a pole,
according to residents and
Holy Cross Security.
The word "Nemesis" was
scrawled in red crayon upon
the six- to seven-foot fence
post taken from the property
of a Worcester resident in the
vicinity.
Aceording to the tenants of
the house, the pole and
shattered window pane were
discovered around 4 a.m. on
Saturday morning, Feb. 16 by a
resident as she arrived home
from 100 Days festivities.
Security
was
notified
immediately, tenants said.

Since the incident occurred
outside the gates of Holy
Cross, the incident falls under
of the
the jurisdiction
Worcester Police Department.
According to Capt. Edward
Gardello of the Worcester
Police,
an
"intensive
investigation of the situation"
has begun in addition to
Security's inquiry. Because of
the nature and extent of the
damage the offense is
categorized as a misdemeanor,
Gardello said.
The
question
arises
whether this incident is related
to the written threats received
by the Holy Cross Women's
Forum this semester. Chief
John Donovan, director of
Campus Security, said "We
don't rule anything out," and
that Security must proceed as
if the two instances are
connected.
((ontinued on Page 9)
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ortb anb Pation
SOVIET PLAN FALLS SHORT
Without disclosing the contents of Moscow's formula for an Iraqi withdrawal
from Kuwait, President Bush said Tuesday that the plan "falls well short of what
would be required" to stop the war with
Iraq. Gorbachev presented his plan to
Iraq's foreign minister Tariq Aziz in Moscow on Monday. -AP

Thomas M. Finnernan, D-Boston, said
Tuesday. Finnernan and House speaker
Charles F. Flaherty, D-Cambridge, outlined for a closed caucus of democratic
legislators Tuesday to that and other proposals by Gov. William F. Weld to close
a looming $850 million state budget deficit. -AP

IRAQI'S 'ON VERGE OF COLLAPSE'
Norman
H.
Gen.
Army
DEMOCRATS CAUCUS ON SPEND- U.S.
Operathe
of
commander
Schwarzkopf,
ING CUTS
The Governor's proposal to sell Quabbin tion Desert Storm, said that Iraq's huge
Reservoir and other Metropolitan District army is "on the verge of collapse," but
Commission property to the Mas- other commanders warned that a ground
sachusetts Water Resources Authority for war with Iraq will not be easy.
"It's not going to be a snap," Army Lt.
$100 million "at this time is off the table,"
House Ways and Means Chairman Gen. Thomas Kelly, director of operations

eampug

crushed despite its readiness to leave
Kuwait.
"Vengeance is not permitted. If the situation persists it could lead us to a revoluTHE GRAMMYS - MUSIC'S NIGHT OF tion from the Gulf to the(Atlantic)ocean,"
Gadhafi said in a radio interview. -AP
NIGHTS

for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said at the
Pentagon. "War is a bloody thing and
we're going to take casualties." -AP

Rap sensation M.C. Hammer captured
three awards and Irish pop singer Sinead
O'Connor one as the 33rd annual Grammy
awards began Wed. night at Radio City
Music Hall. Quincy Jones won six awards
including album of the year. -AP
GADHAFI PREDICTS REVOLUTION
Libyan leader Mommar Gadhafi predicted
Wednesday there would be a "revolution
from the Gulf to the Atlantic" and Islamic
violence on all continents if Iraq were

rent

THE LEFT FIELD LITERARY
SOCIETY may sound like a, Robin
Williams sequel, but it's a "live pod
society" at the U. of Utah. The society
visits elementary schools around Salt
Lake City to teach kids the values of
poetry. Working through the campus
community relations division and the
academic affairs department, LFLS
members try to compensate for the
school staff limitations by using "fun
and interesting ways" to read and write
poetry.
ART OR SEXUAL HARASSMENT?
When an Arizona State U. student
found a close-up photo of a woman's
genitals on one of her classroom walls

as part of a student exhibit, she felt
uncomfortable and angry. When she
objected to what she called "visual
abuse," she said, officials declared it a
matter of academic freedom. But the
student felt differently: "It's not like an
exhibit where you have a choice. This
is in a classroom where we're required
to be for six hours a week." The photo
was removed at exhibit's end, but the
question remains.
PARTY,"
CONSCIOUS
"A
proclaimed the posters around the U.
of Virginia. And Omega Psi Phi drew
attention to its affairs with a picture of
a muscular black man holding a sword
in one hand and the severed head of a

THE TWILLS
AND
THE BEDSPINS
Campus Band Night in the Pub/Pizza Parlor.
10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Saturday, February 23
DONATIONS TO BENEFIT
THE APPALACHIA SERVICE PROJECT.
BP there!

white man in the other, superimposed
on a map of Africa. The poster
generated heated debate on campus.
A fraternity member explained that
the drawing depicted "consciousness of
... the overall white oppression,
exploitation of the black race on the
African continent." But a student
newspaper editorialist labeled it "racist
carnage." No report on the party itself.
WHAT IF THEY HAD A WAR and
everybody had to go? This time
around, students will not be exempt
from a military draft. The current draft
law, in place since 1971, accords only
temporary deferments-until the end of
semester-for male students.

LAYOFF, BY WELD DON'T YET

MATCH HIS VOW.Depsite a Jan. 23
memo telling Cabinet officials to begin
laying off workers "immediately" and
by
Massachusetts
statements
Weld
that
William
Governor
thousands of layoffs would begin this
month, few of the pink slips sent out
since his inauguration have gone to
state employees working for the
agencies that Weld controls. -AP

"To participate in the life
of Holy Cross is to accept
an invitation to join in
dialogue about important
questions posed by
contemporary culture."
-The Report of the Ad
Hoc Committee section
Brooks and
"Father
Mission"
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Students cancel their
Controversial author
attacks 'proportional racial study abroad plans
because of Gulf War
representation' in
admissions policy
By LYDIA GOULET
NEWS STAFF

By TAMARA WILSON
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
In a lecture last Thursday
sponsored by the BJF Debate Society,
the Fenwick Review, and the
Studies
Intercollegiate
Institute,
Dinesh D'Souza discussed
his
forthcoming
book,
"Illiberal
Education: The Politics of Race and
Sex on Campus."
D'Souza, a native of India and a
graduate of Dartmouth College,
opened by talking about the rise of
racial tensions on college campuses,
especially in the northeast, over the
past few years. "The more liberal or
progressive the campus, the more
likely it is for racial tension" said
D'Souza. "Massachusetts is the state
with the most racial incidences on
campuses."
"The complexion of America is
changing," said D'Souza, and many
American colleges and universities
"are embarking on a crusade of
pluralism, multi-culturalism, and
diversity" to reflect this change. Yet
with the increased emphasis on
plurality and diversity, D'Souza
maintains
is
that
an
there
undercurrent of racial tensions and
racial seperatism on many campuses.
One factor that D'Souza says he
blames for this tension is "proportional
representation," an admissions policy
implemented by many universities
which tries to maintain a racial
correspondance between the area
population and the campus population.
He said this leads to multiple track
admissions, and seperate standards for
seperate races.
"Merit is measured within a racial
gruop, and there is not much cross
competition betweei groups," he said.

"This racial classification in
admissions policies is mirrored on
campuses," said D'Souza, through a
"heightened racial consciousness" and
a higher dropout rate among
minorities. "The
formula
for
discontent is an unequal start."
Colleges and universities are
promoting ethnic diversity and, not
intellectual or philosophical diversity.
"They are trying to fight racial
discrimination by practicing it through
preferential admission."
Following
the
lecture,
a
discussion/debate
ensued.
One
student asked, "How can you expect
everyone to start college at the same
line, when the race was started
unequally?" D'souza said that his
solution to the problem of unequal
preparation for college admissions, in
that some students do not have good
textbooks in high school or the school
system itself is not very strong amongst
other reasons, would be to admit
students according to socio-economic
disadvantage rather than race.
According to D'Souza, this would
"diffuse the racial element."
A member of the audience argued
that this was not a feasible alternative.
"There is a precise correlation between
race and socio-economic background."
One student said she was disturbed
that D'Souza did not discuss gender
issues. He said that today there is
basically no preferential admission to
college for women, and therefore his
book, reflects an emphasis on racial
rather than gender issues in college
admissions policies.
While there was little consensus in
the audience, D'Souza closed by
encouraging the audience to continue
discussing and debating these "dicey
and sensitive areas."

The wa: in the Gulf has caused a
few Holy Cross students to reconsider
going abroad this semester. Eight
students who planned to go to Europe,
Israel or Egypt decided that the best
reaction to the threats of terrorism
against Americans would be to stay at
Holy Cross.
The Jan. 15 deadline "fortunately"
coincided with the beginning of the
spring semester which gave the
students the time to consider their
options carefully and cancel their
plane reservations if necessary.
According to Loren Ferre '92, who
canceled her plans to go to Angers,
France, this semester, the risks of
travelling in general were too high.
Although her parents hoped that she
would stay at HC, Ferre said the final
decision to stay was hers alone.
Carrie Coughlin '92 said she was
hoping to leave for Angers
immediately after Jan. 15, however the
federal State Department advisory
which strongly discouraged American
citizens from travelling during that
time, coerced her to stay.
Two other students, one studying in
Cairo, the other in Israel, returned to

Holy Cross b:fore the crisis turned to
war. The two students were enjoying
their stay in their respective countries
and had to be persuaded to return to
the U.S. Most of the students who
stayed or returned were disappointed,
but knew that they had made the right
decision in retrospect.
There is no one course of action
that JYA advisors or the State
Department can order the students
abroad to follow. Unfortunately the
unpredictable turn of events forces the
students currently abroad and the
Study Abroad Office to take more of a
reactive rather than a "proactive"
stance.
The unrest in some regions,
however, has forced Study Abroad
Advisors all over the nation to take
action in order to protect their
students.
Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.,
has canceled their sole JYA program
in Rome. Georgetown has canceled
their programs in Florence and in
Turkey.
Meanwhile, the conflict in the
Baltics which has been eclipsed by the
war in the Persian Gulf, has caused
Pacific Lutheran University to cancel
its program in the Soviet Union.

DIAL-A-FRIEND
INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGES
RECORDED DAILY
CALL 24 HOURS 753-7673

CROSS
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They fly through the air with the greatest of ease: the Bud Light Daredevils.
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Professor Cooke
discusses origins of
Christianity
By ANNE GLEASON
NEWS STAFF
Professor Bernard Cooke of the
religious studies department, said to
be at "the forefront of theology,"
continued his four-part lecture series
on Tuesday afternoon, this time
dealing with the origins of the
institutional church and how its
principle manifestations came to be.
Speaking from a theological point of
view, Cooke proposed to students and
faculty the necessity of both accounts
of faith and historical fact concerning
the origins of the church.
The thrust of Cooke's discussion
was that while people assume that
Jesus Christ founded the institution of
"the church," they sometimes ignore
"what really happened." In an article
reviewing Thomas Oden's book The
Word of Life, Cooke writes,"History is
not only a source for our theology, it is
intrinsic to our method."
This
conviction seems to summarize
Cooke's thesis that in following
responsible historical research, people
must accept that the Christian church,
as an institution, came out of a
combination of ancient efforts.
Cooke outlined these efforts in
terms of three chronological contexts:
the functional identity of Jesus Christ
until his death, the point after
ressurrection at which Christianity
came into existence, and the
restructuring of the second century.
First, Cooke suggested that Jesus
saw himself functioning within the

CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments Available
1/2 Available. 2 Bedrooms. College
Square. Complete amenities. Call
and leave message with Sandy at
755-7511 to sa up appointment.

Apartment Available.
2nd/3rd floor apartments available
at 17 Boyden Street. Call Paul Hoey
at 885-7444 01 leave message on
. machine.

CONDO AVAILABLE
Third floor, 2 Bedroom Condo at
920 Southbridge St. Living Room,
Kitchen, Gas Heat, Central Air,
Wash/Dry, Refrigerator, Stove,
Parking for 1 car. Call 508-7563513 ext. 185, after 7:00 call 508865-7257 .
Need Better Grades?
Grad school, probation, angry parents, any reason! Discover secrets
one afternoon. Satisfaction guaranteed! Bonus gift. Send $5.00 to:
HEC, 13 Schussler Rd., Suite 2B,
Worcester, MA 01609
Southbridge Street. Autumn Chase
Condo. 2-3 Bedrooms w/parking.
Available July 1 $1200 per month
Call 508-358-7279.

Ignatian spirituality and prayer
subject of CCM lecture

The final example of community
experience is prayer experience, such
as liturgy. Liturgies are "not always an
easy place to come to see God," said
In celebration of the 1990-91
Donovan.
Ignatian year, Sister Mary Ann
Conscience experience means
Donovan of the Sisters of Charity
"looking at a daily situations and
parameters of Judaism. With this in
spoke on "Ignatian Spirituality"
making a choice," said Donovan. "We
mind, people can understand that
Monday afternoon in the Hogan
can meet God in this situation. God
Jesus did not premeditate a particular
Campus Center.
has been there somewhere (when a
religious structure of a chosen faith.
Donovan's lecture was comprised
bad experience is over)," she said.
His goal was to lead a small of three main points. "First, religious
Experiencing beauty can be in the
community, guided by his faith, that
experience is primary. Second, be
form of physical or natural beauty, said
incidentally developed into a greater
open to the experience, meaning
Donovan, or it could be "the beauty
body of the same faith.
prayer.
Third, articulate the
that stops you cold and gives you a
Secondly, with the resurrection, the
experience." Donovan proceeded to
shiver." Donovan encouraged people
number of those who believed in the expand on these three topics of
to "look for God. Good can come
teachings of Jesus Christ increased, spirituality.
from evil," she said. "We can meet
Cooke said. As in any group with a
"Experience is bits of your life you
God from standing at the brink of
rising number of participants, he said, cling to as your own ... the things that
God's opposite."
there was a need for structural make you different. Experience is not
When experiencing emptiness
organization. The followers of just data," said Donovan. She went on
within ourselves, we are saying, "I am
Christianity, then becoming a distinct to describe four types of religious an abyss, a
hole, and I want to be
religion, began to mold their practices experiences: community, conscience, filled," said Donovan.
"Emptiness is
into ritual.
beauty, and emptiness.
towards fullness."
At the turn of the second century,
According to Donovan, there are
Community experience can be
this rising structure needed leadership, divided into three categories, said
two types of prayer. "Prayer can be
and just as the formation of the church Donovan. "Love is first and primary," active - we do things, or passive - we
was gradual, so was the naming of she said. Second is "the moments we receive things," she said. In life, a
leaders. The original "priest" had no touch one another in times of person generally progresses from the
particular ministry. He was just a heartache," she said.
active towards the passive, said
person who the group held responsible
Donovan.
for a celebration of liturgy. Only
Donovan encouraged listeners to
gradually were the titles and guidelines
"find a form (of prayer) that's
of bishop and deacon established. At
comfortable." She suggested various
the very beginning, the wording was
active and passive types, including
spontaneous, and the celebrations
meditation, self-examination, gospel
varied.
contemplation, and centering prayer.
Cooke said early Christianity
Donovan's third point, articulating
borrowed from surrounding religions.
the experience, could include dancing,
The product was a result of teaching,
singing, or drawing. "Find the way you
regulation of community life, ritual,
best express yourself," she said.
"down to earth concerns," and history.
"Prayer is what God does in you,"
He emphasized throughout the lecture
concluded Donovan. "Prayer does not
that while this continuous movement
leave people untouched. Be open to
Sr. Mary Ann Donovan
toward a definitive church was divinely
the God who loves you. God does not
The CrusadedLisa Bradford
guided, it was of human origin.
leave one who asks himself alone."
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Stratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher education.$22 midweek.
$28 on weekends and holidays. So you can save $10 any day and every day with
a current college 1.D. And you get 92 exciting trails,
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Spring forum on war and Tree project to create
peace focuses on Gulf War historical forests
The
American
Forestry
Association
has
announced
a
multifaceted national tree planting and
conservation project which the
Commission on the Bicentennial of the
United
States
Constitution
is
promoting through its Roots of Liberty
program.

Professor William Green
The Crusader/Lisa Bradford

By SHEILA TORMEY
NEWS STAFF
The first session of the 1991 Spring
Forum of War and Peace called
"Ananlysis of Power" was held
Monday.
John Demurs '93 began by
discussing the disadvantages of
economic embargoes and other
alternatives to war.
"Though deadly and destructive, in
the fmal analysis, war can lead to
greater peace and stability," he said. "I
seriously question whether we will ever
see the day when military force is no
longer necessary."
"National objectives cannot be
obtained using traditional forms of
power," said Thomas Cincotta '93.
Current norms of power are now too
costly for the world to use, he said, and
mentioned the $800 million national
debt as of last July. Cincotta also spoke
of recent major world changes, such as
economic
interdependence
and
increased political involvement of nonstate powers. "Alternatives to the use
of military force do exist and can
work," said Cincotta,
Pr. David Schaefer of the political
science department said there is no
alternative for world power but to be

Room, with a view.

John Demers'93
The Crusader/Lisa Bradford

able to win wars. "Military power is
never entirely separable from other
kinds of power," he said. Addressing
economic issues, Schaefer said the
percentage of gross national product
spent on the military is lower today
than it was in the 1950s.
Pr. William Green of the history
department talked about power
theoretically.
The ingredients of
power lie not necessarily in natural
rescources or strategic geographic
position, but in a country's cultural
values. Green said if those values are
generally appealing to the rest of the
world, so is the country itself.

The first phase of the program has
been the collection and planting of
seeds from more than 1,400 famous
and historic trees commemoration
people and events significant in
American history. Volunteer seed
collectors nationwide have gathered
the seeds which in turn were planted in
special nurseries under strict controls.
Plans are now underway to use
these seedlings to create a series of
forests called America's Historic
Forests. Each forest will occupy more
than 1,000 acres and include 500,000
trees. A central activity center, historic
grove markers, handbooks, and
classroom guides will retrace the
proud heritage of the United States
through trees.
Within America's Historic Forests
will be a Bicentennial Forest featuring
trees that relate directly to the
Founding Fathers, such as the George
Washington Tulip Popular, planted by
the first president.

"It was our cultural values which
gave us enormous power in the Cold
War," said Green. A state's capacity to
exercise power reflects its cultural
habits, he said.

A dedication ceremony for the first
American Historic Forest is scheduled

There were many questions and
comments in the discussion that
followed. Pr. Maurizio Vannicelli of
the political science department siad
he thought there was "... a fundamental
contradiction in the realist position."

Last week's story entitled "HC
Students Proud of Relatives in Persian
Gulf' was written and reported by
Mike Cullity, News Staff, not Lydia
Goulet.

Pr. David O'Brien of the history
department expressed his disbelief that
Cincotta's views were still a minority,
as they had been 30 years ago when he
was in college."We continually find
ways to justify military force," he said.

Due to a production error, last
week's story on the tuition increase
was printed out of order. It was to
begin, "The tuition for attending Holy
Cross..." The Crusader apologizes for
any confusion caused by the error.

CORRECTION

More than 300 courses; 3,000 students;
and 50,000 square feet of beach.

for Constitution Day, September 17,
1991.
This project is part of the
American Forestry Association's
Global Releaf program, a national
education, action, and policy campaign
aimed at improving the environment.
Certificates of Authenticity will be
presented to each individual or
organization that participates in the
project. The certificate identifies the
type of tree planted and reads "The
(name of tree) is being planted in the
name of (person or organization) in
America's
Historic
Forest."
Certificates have been presented to
Chairman Burger and President
George Bush.

,

A learning video for children on
the environmental significance of trees
and how to plant and care for them is
also available.
communities, schools,
Local
organizations,
businesses,
and
individuals that participate in the
America's Historic Forest program
may also sponsor a local Bicentennial
Grove project. To receive a free
Bicentennial Information Kit, contact:
Susan Corbette
America's Historic Forests
8555 Plummer Road
Jacksonville, FL 32219
1-800-677-0727

Worcester Public
Library to hold
book sale
The Friends of the Worcester
Public Library will hold a Book Sale
on Saturday, March 2, 1991 from 10
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The'sale will take
place at the Main Library, Saxe Room.
Thousands of books will be on sale.
Sale items will include children's
books, fiction, nonfiction, foreign
language books and large print books.
Most items will be in the $.25 to $.50
range.

Name
School Address

Call I-800.FINDS NC (in Illinois, call 708/491-4114) or mail this coupon.
City
Slate

Zip

Home Address

Northwestern University
Summer Session '91
Think or swim.

I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of the Summer
Session '91 catalog with financial aid and registration
information (available in April).
Please send the catalog to El my home. •
El my school.
Northwestern University Summer Session '91
2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650
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Hoops for homeless puts the fun in fundraising
traordinary display of showmanship was
onyl a wamiup for the finale of the day
in the Men's A division. The victors 3HD:
Mike Cloonan, Ed Keefe, and Al Hebron
defeated the highly favored "The Lost
Crusade": Joe Foy, Mike Lewis,and Hank
Ashton in a long and tiresome championship match.

By DAVID GIBEL
SPECIAL TO THE CRUSADER
The Second Annual Hoops for Homeless 3-on-3 basketball tournament, which
took place on Saturday Feb. 16, again
turned out to be the exciting and colossal
event of the semester (if not the century).
In the name of charity, teams of three
gathered again at the Hart Center and
raised upwards of $800 for the Friendly
House homeless shelter.
The day began with the Womens' and
Mens/Womens' divisions displaying the
upmost in athletic prowess and sportsmanship. The Womens' divisional title was
taken by "Me Her and the Other Girl"
featuring Tricia Gallivan, Eileen Sears,
and Jen Wozniak, battling to the bitter end
with the "Three Pointer Sisters": Lisa Cascio, Mo Cavanaugh,and Johanna Boyle.
The excitement was in no way let down
but only complimented in the Mens/Womens' division with the formidable foes

The winners of the coed division were, from left, Ed Martin, Chris Mee and Siobhan
Mee. Courtesy of David Gibel.
The day progressed as the Mens' Divi"Freddies": Chris Mee,Siobhan Mee, and
Ed "the Fat Kid" Martin and "the Cavity sions took the court. "The Oatesmen":
Creeps": Sara Scannapieco, David Burrell Brendan McGrail, Brian Oates and Gerry
and Tom Morrison meeting in the end. Powderly took the Men's B title by edging
"Freddies" outlasted the "Creeps" and "Subliminal Seduction II": Steve Harr, Ed
Balsdeon, and Jim Bowes. Yet, this extook the title.

Meal auction is largest fundraiser
in CCM history
By CHRISTINE DAVENPORT
NEWS STAFF
Over 100 students gathered
Monday night in Hogan to participate
in the "Let's Make a Meal" auction for
charity. The fundraiser, sponsored by
the Holy Cross Committee for
Campus Ministry, auctioned meals
prepared by Holy Cross faculty,
administrators,
and
staff
to
enthusiastic students eager for a night
of good food and the company of a
favored teacher.
The charity auction raised money
to be divided equally among three
local Worcester organizations: The
Mustaiii Seed, a Worcester soup
kitchen, 'Day Break,' a home for
unwed mothers and battered women
and the Worcester Coalition for the
Homeless, a justice organization which
subsidizes low income housing and
sponsors programs to help break the
cycle of poverty.
Barbara Berry, vice chair of CCM,
predicts the meal auction, a new fund
raising concept by the group, will soon
be a tradition at Holy Cross. "The
enthusiasm from both faculty and
students was amazing and the Campus
Ministry is so excited about our newest
annual event."
The overwhelming success of the
project produced an estimated total of
$2,154, the biggest fund raiser in
CCM's recorded history. The campus

ministry sent a letter to all faculty,
administrators, and staff asking them
to donate a meal which the students
would bid upon and buy. Over thirty
responses were returned to the CCM
with a diverse group of meals offered.
The varied menus included Polish,
Jewish, Italian, Mexican, and Chinese
cuisine. Amy Golebiewski '91, who bid
and won Prof. Ronald Jarret's Polish
cuisine dinner, said "I loved the menu
and I think that it's a great idea. The
money goes to charity and it's a chance
for more faculty student interaction."
This expressed the general
sentiment of the evening. Students and
faculty all agreed that its worthy cause
and opportunity for greater faculty
student unity, guaranteed its success.
Students attended for a variety of
reasons; some to bid, some to help,
and some to watch. Valerie Landry '93
and Monique O'Brien '93, came to bid
for Jim and Carol Campbell's
"Evening of Family Chaos." "We
wanted a family atmosphere and a
guaranteed dessert," they said. Others
came to try and win a meal with their
favorite teachers.
Auctioneer, Don Schroder '91 cocoordinator of the 'Greeters,' kept the
night moving. Bidding started at $5 per
person; however, many meals fell in
the $20-$25 range per person. The
highest bid was for $30 a person and
several meals generated a total of over
$120.

The views expressed by the organizations in "Student Activities
Bulletin Board" are not necessarily those of The Crusader.

We would also like to thank the
entire Holy Cross community for being so
supportive with this charity event. All are
encouraged to participate in next year's
tournament.

POLICE
BLOTTER:
Feb.5, 1991 - 12:45 p.m.
Four subjects removed from campus
after trespassing in Hart Center.
Subjects attempted to use facility
without proper authority.

Feb.7, 1991 - 1:30 a.m.
Alumni fire road, north side. This is a
fire lane. Any vehicle left in this area
prohibits emergency vehicles form
gaining access. Any vehicle left in this
area will be towed.

Feb. 7, 1991 - 7:30 p.m.
Security removed three juveniles from
the basketball court at the Hart
Center.

Feb.8, 1991 - 10:20 p.m.
Security responded to a dorm at the
request of Worcester Police Dept. A
call had been placed to the emergency
line 911. There was no emergency. The
call was considered a nuisance call and
a trap was set on the line. Worcester
Police Department is investigating.

ATTENTION : STUDENT GROUPS
If you wish to be included in the
Student Activities Bulletin Board,
submit articles to Hogan 505 on
Monday by 7 p.m. of the publication week. All submissions should
be typed, double-spaced, and no
more than 500 words. Include writer's name, address, telephone
number, and name oforganization.

The success of the tournament can be
attributed to the "class" each team displayed and to several behind the scenes
coordinators. We would like to extend a
special thanks to : Graphic Arts for donating the Programs: Tom Ryan for financial
consulting; Brehm Trophies for the donation of the plaques: Harry Rissetto and
Shannon Carroll for tournament directing;
Robert Valgenti for the making of the
program and everyone else who helped in
raising money and running the tournament.

Feb.9,1991 - 12:13 a.m.
Security removed an unregistered
guest from Hanselman first floor. The
subject
was
intoxicated
and
transported to Hahnemann Hospital
by ambulance.

Feb.9, 1991 - 1:54 a.m.
It was reported to Security that a room
had been entered in Hanselman and
an act of vandalism occurred. Many
items were thrown about the room.

Feb. 9, 1991 - 1:30 a.m.
A student reported her purse had been
stolen, when left unattended in her
pocketbook at the coat rack in Hogan.

Feb. 10, 1991 - 1:04 a.m.
Security responded to the need of an
Beaven.
in
student
injured
Investigation revealed the injury
resulted while others were involved in
an altercation.

Feb. 10, 1991 - 2:00 a.m.
Security responded to a disturbance
call at the Chapel. As the officers
attempted to disperse the group, one
officer was assaulted and the subject
arrested.

Feb. 13, 1991 - 1:55 p.m.
Security responded to the report of
two males selling perfume on Carlin
3rd floor. Two males were removed
for trespassing.

Feb. 14, 1991 - 11:50 a.m.
Officer Sliney, O'Kane Square yelled
to students exiting Stein Hall when he
observed a Volkswagen Van whose
operator had parked to deliver flowers
in 01Cane, begin to roll toward the
students. All the students were alerted
in time to get out of the way. The van
came to rest against a tree, after
striking the fence on the center island
of Linden Lane. Apparently the brakes
failed. Minor damage to the vehicle
and property.

Feb. 14, 1991 - 6:55 p.m.
Security assisted DOS staff in quieting
a disturbance in Alumni with an
unregistered guest.
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Coalition for an Alternative
to the War holds open discussion
By CHRIS SERRES
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
An estimated 40 Holy Cross
students and faculty discussed the war
in the Persian Gulf on Wednesday in
the Hogan Campus Center. The open
forum, sponsored by the Holy Cross
Coalition for an Alternatives to the
War, successfully brought to debate a
diversity of controversial issues
relating to the war.
Kristen Labosco '91, representing
the coalition, began the discussion by
stating that the purpose of the forum
was not simply to call for an end to the
war, but to raise questions which it
thinks are not being addressed in the
media or on campus.
She said the purpose of the
coalition "dares to call itself a group of
peacemakers" by seeking to be the
vehicle for open discussion between
students of varying persuasions and
not to "sit in judgement" against the
war.
One of the major themes
throughout the debate was applying
elements of Christian tradition to this
modern-day crisis. Many students
alluded to Bishop Thomas Gumbleton,
a leading Catholic spokesperson
against the war.
Phil
Calabrese
'93
spoke
extensively on the need to remember
the Christian tradition of nonviolence.
He said it is the responsibility of the
Christian to confront violence as a

reality rather than passively accepting
or ignoring it.
"The early Church was persecuted
on all sides," said Calabrese.
"Nonviolence was not an ideal for
them - it was a reality."
The Catholic Just War Theory was
repeatedly brought up during the
debate. Many students stated that U.S.
military involvement was not a "last
resort," one of the criteria for a "just
war."
Gregg Geldart '93 said President
Bush singlehandedly destroyed all
attempts to bring a peaceful resolution
by "bribing and coercing the United
Nations into accepting military action
rather than sanctions." Geldart gave a
number of examples of U.S. payoffs
and underhanded deals which allowed
Bush to secure world support.
The major source of discussion
centered on U.S. motives for entering
the war. Many expressed that the real
purpose of U.S. involvement is not to
protect Kuwait but to further
American interests.
Eileen Hattan '91 analyzed past
motives and strategy to prove that U.S.
foreign policy is grounded in hypocrisy
rather than good intentions. She gave a
list of past covert interventions in
which she said the U.S. government
has supported dictators to further
American interests.
"Such a dubious track record shows
that the U.S. is not the champion of

and
freedom,
democracy,
determination as it professes," said
Hattan.
Other
expressed
students
resentment that the real goal of U.S.
military involvement is to ignore U.N.
Saddam
overthrow
limitations,
Hussein, and establish our own form
of government in Kuwait and Iraq.
"If this is our goal, then Bush
should come out and say it," said E.J.
McAdams '93. "If we have to fight a.
war, we should do. it with as little
deceit as possible."
Other students expressed their
dissatisfaction with the restrictions
placed on the media, leading to a "onesided" portrayal in favor of the war.
Mark Gunn '93 said the limited media
coverage has created a virtual
consensus among Americans in
support of U.S. military involvement.
Members of the coalition agreed
that the forum was successful. Some,
like Geldart and McAdams, said they
wished
more
that
individuals
supporting the war had come to the
forum. They expressed hope that more
pro-policy students would attend the
next meeting.
Professor Jerry Lembcke of the
sociology department said he was
impressed with the level of knowledge
and concern of the students who
attended. "People were willing to take
a position and stand their ground in a
constructive way," said Lembke.

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh® system you could afford
was just a dream,then the new,affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once,the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer,the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same,consistent way—so once you've learned one program,you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer—thanks to
the versatile Apple® SuperDriveTN, which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS,OS/2,and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream—it's a Macintosh.
Apple ill( rucIlla'!,111c \
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For all your computer needs visit
Holy Cross Computer Store
127 Hogan Campus Center
793-2591

The power to be your best7
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Washington intern
analyzes War Powers
Resolution

CAREERS
CALENDAR
Spring activities are gearing up all
over campus, and the Career Planning
Office is no exception is no exception.
Now,with each issue of The Crusader,
The Careers Calendar will bring you a
sampling of the resources, programs,
and
job
events,
internships,
opportunities available to you along
with a calendar of events for the
following week.

Summer Jobs
The College Light Opera Company
(Falmouth On Cape Cod) The largest
residential theater company in the
country now invites applications from
undergraduates interested in positions
in the company, the orchestra, stage
and costume crews, the artistic staff, or
business staff. Detailed descriptions
and application information are on file
now!

Special Programs

The Crusader

Rachel Grabow'92
By TRACY FISHER
NEWS STAFF
On Feb. 14 'Rachel Grabow '92
presented her thesis topic "War
Powers Resolution: From the Tonkin
Gulf to the Persian Gulf' to members
of the Holy Cross community. In her
thesis, Grabow tried to explain why the
resolution is not followed by the
president or not enforced by Congress.
Grabow spent last semester compiling
independent research for her thesis
through the Washington Intern
Program.
Grabow was able to take advantage
of the resources available to her while
working in fairly high levels of the
State Department. These resources

both sides. Both the Congress and the
president essentially wish to protect
themselves from taking responsibility
for a failed military operation.
Grabow noted that since it was first
enacted in 1973, no president has ever
abided by the resolution. Instead the
circumvent
it,
will
president
maintaining that the resolution is
unconstitutional as well as impractical.
The "fatal flaw" of the resolution,
said Grabow, is that it was enacted to
strengthen the role of Congress but
instead Congress avoids this role of
responsibility. If the act is invoked, the
Congress would be responsible for a
military mission, she said.
Grabow suggested the executive
and legislative branches should

. The College Venture Program
provides exciting, worthwhile work
experiences for student on a leave of
absence from college. Venture jobs
are challenging, temporary (usually
three to six months), full-time
positions with a wide variety of
corporate
organizations
headquarters, organic farms, public
relations and advertising agencies,
medical research labs, public interest
groups, schools, mental health centers,
and more!

To learn about the Venture
Program and to review the Venture
Job Bank, stop by or call the
Counseling Center and Career
Planning Office and schedule an
appointment with Dr.John Winters.

INV

Internship Opportunities

The "fatal flaw of the resolution, said Grabow,
is that it was enacted to strengthen the role of Congress,
but instead Congress avoids this role of responsibility.
included interviews, attendance at
various hearings, and documents
pertaining to the War Powers
Resolution.
Her thesis was that the War
Powers Resolution is not complied
with primarily because of political
reasons. She said the legislature does
not invoke it and the president does
not abide by it.
According to Grabow, the War
Powers Resolution is manipulated by

cooperate more effectively instead of
reaching a convenient middle ground
that serves only political gains.
Her thesis presentation was the
first in an ongoing series. Each
semester the Special Studies Program
intends to choose the best of the
individual research projects and have
that studen present it to the Holy
Cross community.

of
Government
books

Take advantage of
the wealth of knowledge
available from your
Government. The
Superintendent of
Documents produces a
catalog that tells you
about new and popular
books sold by the
Government-hundreds of books on
agriculture, business,
children., energy, health
history, space, and
much, much more. for a
free copy of this
catalog, write—

Free Catalog
P.O. Box 37000
Washington DC
20013-7000

Human Service Options, Inc.(Quincy,
MA) -- This private agency serves
individuals with disabilities or special
needs and currently offers internship
four
areas:
in
opportunities
Human
Finance/Accounting,
Resources/Personnel,
Marketing/Sales, and Human Services
Administration. Check the Career
Resource Room for more details!

Career Opportunities For Graduating
Seniors
Ruder-Finn, Inc., a full-service
independent public relations firm in
New York City, is now accepting
applications for its Executive Training
Program through the Holy Cross OffRecruiting
Program.
Campus
Additional details and contact
information are available in the Career
Resource Room,Hogan 207. Resumes
and all supporting materials must be
submitted to the office by 4:00 p.m. on
March 1.

The Monitor Company, a strategy
consulting firms utilizing a client team
process to solve the problems of
corporate clients, is now accepting
applications for the Corporate
Consultant position. Candidates (of
any major) with an outstanding
academic
record,
excellent
interpersonal skills, and the ability to
perform well in an intense, looselystructured
environment
are
encouraged to apply. For more details,
visit the Career Resource Room.

Coming This Week
Monday, Feb. 25: Interview Sign-ups -Seniors selected for interviews with the following
organizations may reserve their interview time(s):
Brockton Public Schools,_ Pfizer, Parke-Davis
Windsor Management, DeYoung-Wasgatt F.F.S.,
and Lanier Wofldwide.
Tuesdaya ,Feb. 26: "Finding Summer Job
Opportunities Workshop at 1:00 p.m. Hogan
Center.
Wednesday,Feb. 27: The U.S. Postal
Service Management Development Program -Information Session at 4:00 p.m. Hog4n Center
The Prudential -- Management -Development
Program. Information Session (required for all
seniors interviewing on Thursday) at 6:30 p.m.
Hogan Campus Center
Thursday, Feb. 28: Interview Sign-Ups -Seniors selected for interviews with the ollowing
organization may reserve their interview time(s):
New England Telephone, Citizens Bank,
Federated Investors, New York Life, and The
Prudential(Westwood).
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Requests for
pocket Constitution
on the rise
The 13th "pocket" edition of the
Constitution brings the number
printed for distribution by the
Commission on the Bicentennial of the
United States Constitution to more
than 18 million copies at a cost of
nearly $2 million.
Several
organizations
have
reprinted the Commission edition, and
other institutions have printed their
own editions. The total number of
copies
distributed
during
the
Bicentennial period is estimated at
more than 35 million.
Since 1986, when the first
Commission
edition
of
the
Constitution - with a parchmentcolored cover - was published, the
small, pocket-sized version (measuring
just 3 1/2 x 6 1/2") has been a
trademark of the Commission.
As requests for the "pocket" edition
of the Constitution have mounted, new
printings have been necessary. Each
edition has been modified and
updated, and new material has been

Lottery...
(Continued from Page 1)
2,085 persons on
campus next year, including 14 sixperson suites, 3 four-person suites, 56
four-person modified suites, and 3
three-person modified suites. He
stressed that he will not know how
many of these suites are available for
the room selection process.
Loyola Basement, One and Two
will remain substance free, while
Three, Four and Five will be
traditional floors, he said.
A brochure explaining the room
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Bill of Rights Education
Collaborative grants available
The National Council for the Social
Studies will oversee the competition
for inservice workshops for teachers.
Grants for these programs will range
between $5,000 and $12,000.
The Bill of Rights Education
Collaborative is sponsored by the
American Historical Association and
the American Political Science
Association and supported by the Pew
Charitable
Trusts.
Commission
Chairman Warren E. Burger serves as
honorary chairman of this program
which compliments the Bicentennial
Educational Grant Program.
For further information on grant
programs, please contact:

The Bill of Rights Education
Collaborative plans to sponsor special
initiatives in 1991-92 to strengthen
precollegiate
education
about
constitutional rights.
Mini grants will provide teachers
with funds for their own projects
devoted to constitutional rights. Mini
grants will range from $500 to $1,500.
State humanities councils will be
eligible for grants for projects that
bring
teachers, scholars, and
individuals from cultural and civic
institutions together to share their
expertise with the community. The
maximum grant per state will be
$25,000.
A special category of "short course"
grants will be offered for institutions to
conduct weekend programs where
teachers can analyze and discuss topics
in constitutional rights and strategies
for teaching these topics.

added. The co'ver was changed to
white with red and black lettering.
Additions include footnotes, a
foreword by Chairman Burger,
pertinent quotes, an index, and
significant dates in the history of the
Constitution.
Several special editions have been
printed. A limited edition was
distributed during the inauguration of
President George Bush. More than 3
million copies of a special edition were
printed for the United States Armed
Forces. Boy Scout and Girl Scout
editions exceeded 7 million.
With the breakup of the East
European communist bloc, interest in
The Bill of Rights
the American system of government
Education Collaborative
has increased, and an East European
1527 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
edition of more than 100,000 copies
Washington, D.C.20036
was prepared and included a message
(202)483-2512
from Chairman Burger to the people
of the area. The United States
Information Agency distributed this
edition and has requested additional
(Continued from Page 1)
copies.
In a prepared statement, Frank
arts college. Every effort is being
Vellaccio, dean of the College, said
made to identify Nemesis."
"The College administration considers
The administration, Security, and
selection process will be distributed to
the recent actions of the individual or
The Crusader urge anyone with any
students next week, said Carskaddan.
group of individuals called Nemesis to
information of this incident or
He revised the brochure, lengthened
be criminal and a serious affront to the
Nemesis in general to contact Security
it, and made it more clear. "It is
ideals of Holy Cross as a Jesuit liberal
as soon as possible.
something that I'm very proud of," said
Carskaddan, who urged students to
IF YOU WANT A CAREER
take the time to read it.
THAT REALL
For those students who have
.
AIR FORCZROgAi
1
j81V
questions that the brochure cannot
answer, there will be an information
session on March 13 in Hogan 519 at
7:00 p.m. Carskaddan added "I will
Missile officer? Navigator?
stay as long as it takes," in an effort to
1/1‘
Pilo
t?
There are many waystill
answer all questions.
begin a career that soars.
But you should begin, now. Air Force
ROTC offers both two- and four-year programs for college students. They provide the
confidence and leadership ability you need to become
an Air Force officer. You may also qualify for scholarship
programs that help pay college expenses, plus $100 per
academic month tax-free.
For a career that really flies, call

Vandalism...
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DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES •
(508)831-5747
=mac= lar..=1,„ _
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

10% OFF ALL
SERVICES

*Mufflers
*Brakes
*Alignment
*Wheel Balancing
*Struts
*Shocks

THE POWER TO DECLARE WAR,
MAKE LAWS,AND APPROVE
TREATIES ISN'T FOUND IN THE
OVAL OFFICE.
A
4444
i
_ tiim!i*
..;-

H="

We otter free estimates
*Must present valid photo Student I.D. at time of purchase
Not negotiable. No Double Discounts. Coupon may not be combined with any other sale
or promotion offer. Offer good aicipating locations.

NOBODYilEATS MIDAS
Webster
Worcester Rd., Route 12
(Near K-Mart)
(508)943-2235
Worcester
1 Coes Square
(508)752-0858

Auburn
451 Southbridge St.
(508)832-5774

•

Shrewsbury
67 Boston Turnpike
(508)752-2888

All Stores Open
Mon-Fri 7:30am-6:00pm.
Sat. 7:30am-4:00pm

I I,
•
I

•

It's found on Capitol Hill.in the
Senate and House of Representatives.
Because when our Founding
Fathers wrote the Constitution they
established a system of "checks and
balances:*
In this separation of powers.
Congress was granted legislative
power. Which means only Congress

.a
can declare war, coin money. raise
and support armies or make laws.
To learn more about the
powers of Congress as stated in the
Constitution.send for a free information kit which contains a copy
of the Constitution. Write: //itiii\
Constitution. Washington. d
D.C. 20006-3999.

THE CONSTITUTION
The words we live by

Zbe Climber
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pinion
Angry Young Man
I'm beginning to feel here as if I'm
beating my head against a wall to no
avail. We have here at this school a
community that is almost like a familyeveryone knows everyone else (and, in
fact, everyone knows everything about
everyone else). We are led to believe
when we visit and view this community
and choose to come here that the
school tries to foster this feeling and
protect the community. This is a lie.
The latest manifestation of this
occurred at the Valentine's Dance on
February 8. I won't bore you with all
the details, but suffice to say that two
more of my hallmates were kicked off
campus for a room party that occurred
primarily as a result of people being
cleared from the hallway, that lasted
less than 20 minutes, and that would
never have occurred had they known
that students who come off probation
are treated by DOS as if they are still
on probation.
The incidents resulted from
behavior that was identical to
circumstances at many previous
dances that had not resulted in any
disciplinary sanction.
Meanwhile, we find once again that
tuition is going up and that many
students will not be able to afford to
come back next year. Every time I
turn around here the administration is
driving more of my friends away from
the campus.
Maybe I should give up. Maybe I
should find a school that doesn't slowly
pull away financial aid until students

can't afford to stay but it's too late to
go elsewhere. A school that doesn't
apply the same sanctions against
lawless and destructive elements who
commit crimes against fellow students
(and should be dealt with more
harshly) as against petty offenders
whose main crime is annoying the
administration.
I should seek a school that doesn't
try to solve problems between
interacting people by preventing them
from interacting; a school that tries to
fight acquaintance rape by punishing
the offenders rather than by waging

Dan McLaughlin
war on the English language; a school
that publishes clear rules and
regulations rather than by allowing
free reign to the exercise of arbitrary
power (under the Housing Contract,
which has all the legal dependability of
the Soviet Constitution). I want kto
find a school that doesn't apply ruies
differently depending upon the age of
offenders or the whims of the Complex
Directors; a school that announces
changes in policy by announcing a new
policy, not by making examples; a
school, I might add, that doesn't view
hot water in the dorms as a luxury that
has to wait for the next tuition hike to
pay for it; a school where appeals have
some meaning. When was the last time
reasonable evidence persuaded the
head of DOS to change his mind,
anyway?

I want to attend a school 'where
there was some sort of student body
into the
with a voice to input
the
activities
of
unchecked
administration(when was the last time
they let SGA actually do anything of
substance?)
In summary, while there are always
plenty of petty gripes against the
administration and I will admit airing a
few here, the administration does have
some legitimate problems that it
refuses to face. At the very least I call
for three changes:
1) Financial Aid should be shown
to applicants as their four-year
package and changed only due to
changed financial circumstances; no
r tore gradually curtailing aid and
raising tuition until students are in an
impossible bind where they have to
leave and don't have time to apply
elsewhere.
2) A clear listing of the College's
rules and regulations and the specific
stages of punishments applied to each;
no more arbitrary administrative
autocracy.
3) Harsher penalties against
students who destroy the property of
or commit acts of violence against
students; no more leniency towards the
genuinely lawless and destructive
elements that create real problems on
this campus.
Maybe then we can preserve the
kind of academic and social
community we idealize on Mt. Saint
James.

Closed minds close debates
To The Editor:
In The Crusader's Feb. 8th issue, Dan
McLaughlin wrote an interesting editorial
about the Women's Forum/Nemesis issue.
Throughout, he makes some keen observations about how a "debate" or "discussion" of ideas (as they relate to one issue
in particular, in this case) proceeds on this
campus. These observations point to
something deeper that I believe is a serious
problem for anyone who is at all connected
with any attempts at higher learning:
namely, that there is a serious dearth of
any truly intellectual debate on this campus, or indeed for that matter, at institutions and in academia in general.
What we have, for the most part, seems
to be a game of elevated name-calling. In
his forward to Allan Bloom's work, The
Closing of the American Mind, Saul Bellow voiced his concern and alartn at this
problem:"The heat of the dispute between
the Left and Right has grown so fierce in
the last decade that the habits of civilized
discourse have suffered a scorching. Antagonists seem no longer to listen to one
another." Despite Mr. McLaughlin's call
for a higher intellectual ground in the debate of questions that rage about the relations between the genders, I highly doubt
that this would make a difference for such
a passionate issue. Simply put, whose
minds are really open and willing sincerely to listen to an opposite viewpoint
these days? Most of us just seem not to
care whether or not the great questions of
life are part of our intellectual thought.
The problem (as I see it) lies in the fact
that the majority of what concerns the
modern mind and scholarship is too preoccupied with zealous political ideology,
materialistic conceptions ofjustice and oppression, and diffractive specificity.

Think of the "intellectual discussions" that
take place on the campus(few though they
are, truth be told). They usually have
something to do with politics, the present
war, the economy, sometimes discussing
morality and modern Catholicism. All
these subjects are highly conditioned by
the fractious factionalism of the closed
minds that ruin intellectual debate these
days. But when was the last time you heard
people in, say, Kimball, arguing about the
nature of freedom or just what it might
mean to be free? That might happen in a
philosophy course (then again, it might
not), but why can't it happen in a dorm
room? We talk about our religion, but
when do we talk about what religion
means as a universal human experience?

how to get a well paying job rather than
learn how to love learning. It could be
that our materialistic society is too powerful a magnet from which to resist and
search out abstract ideas for their own,
"unprofitable" sake. And, more incisively, perhaps modern universities and
colleges, in expending unbelievable
amounts of time and energy trying to figure out the 5 million ways that the American, white male opporesses the rest of
the world, attempting to find fabulous new
literary techniques of describing the postmodernist void that is our soul, and explaining how the federal government is at
fault for every modern social ill, perhaps
these academics are the source for not
stimulating the desire to seek out and dis-

Top Ten
Questions
asked in Resident
Assistant
Interviews
10. What is the flight speed of
an African swallow?
9. What is your position on
hall jai alai?
8. Do you practice safe sex?
7. How do you tell someone to
dump a beer? (Candidates
will be judged on style.)
6. True or False: Fr. Markey
is your friend.
5. Do you know Jack
Thorburn? (positive response
immediately disqualifies)
4. Can you find the keg in this
picture?
3. How do you spell
"Carskaddan?"
2. Have you ever seen a grown
man naked?
1. Whatever happened to
Devo?

Top Ten
Corn mon
Kitchen Utilities
and/or Iraqi
Weapons
10. Can opener.

"Most of us just seem not to care whether or not

9. French
fighter jet.

the great questions of life are part of our

8. Mustard gas.

intellectual thought."

7. Wisk.

Again, perhaps in the classroom, but why
not in the Pub? It would seem that we we
really believe that the incessant prattle and.
gossip about drinking and who-hookedup-with-whom was truly more interesting
than a discussion about some idea timeless
in nature.
I am being perhaps too critical and overestimate what, in the long run, realli,
might fascinate us, but still, the lack of
intellectual discussion is something we at
this campus often hear about as a problem,
and more often than not, give it little
thought. Perhaps I could do what happens
so much in this day and age: blame somebody else. Maybe our secondary educators
thought it more important that we learn

cuss ideas. There may be some actual
blame in all these accusations. But we can
do better than that.
Although this may seem like an overambitious goal for we young people in this
age of entertainment, information saturation, and little patience, we shouldn't have
to look to our professors to motivate us
to ask and think about fundamental questions. Why not try striking up something
a little more interesting at dinner once in
a while? Maytie in not worrying so much
about how cool or how socially acceptable
we are, and if we drop our guard and let
our souls ask the crucial questions, we
might find that ideas actually appeal to us.
Matthew A. Smith '91

made

Mirage

6. Salad Master.
S. Roach motels.
4. Broom / broomstick.
3. Land mines.
2. SCUD missile.
1. Mr. Clean / mousetraps
(tie).

FEBRUARY 22, 1991

Big Brother is watching!
To the Editor:
I write this letter to the Crusader as
a service to all students who are
currently on or who have completed
their term on disciplinary probation
with the Dean of Student's Office.
In the past week I have learned the
hard way, that a student who has
successfully and cooperatively been
removed from probation is STILL
liable to the punishments and
restrictions of a student who is
presently on probation. This policy was
never revealed to me, nor has this
policy been published for student
access. It is with great despair that I
must resort to do the work of the Dean
of Students office for them.
By breaking one of the Dean of
Student's unwritten rules I have
become strikingly aware of the
consequences of their ambiguity. The
consequence is that I will be kicked off
campus and banned from all dorms.
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Outrage of the week

Or as the Dean of Students Office
declares,"We are going to remove you
from campus."
In the eyes and in the minds of
DOS alone, although I have done the
job of communicating to the student
body for them (for I feel it would never
be done otherwise), YOU ARE ON
PROBATION FOREVER, EVEN
AFTER YOUR PROBATION IS
OVER. If you violate any one of
the Dean of Student's written or
unwritten, relative, and autocratic
rules and policies, you will be
KICKED OFF CAMPUS.
Is this fair? Well, you can decide,
but watch your back, because Big
Brother is. How about an effective
judicial branch in our SGA? As DOS
has not seen fit to inform the student
body of the policies against which we
will be judged,I have.
Jack Thorburn,'93

We all know that war is hell,
but we sure have come a long way
from Achilles versus Hector. Judging
from insidious arsenal of weapons on
both the coalition side and the Iraqi
side, it's quite apparent that it's not
sufficient to simply kill someone
now. No, now a dead person really
has to feel bad. Of course, the stories
of Saddain's chemical weapon
capability is essentially legendary.
But, as the recent issue of Time
Magazine explains, if Iraqi chemical
weapons are indeed utilized, the U.S.
have dreamed up comparably
nefarious schemes for retaliation.
The U.S. does not have any
chemical weapons in its gulf arsenal,
nor do we possess any biological
weapons at all, but we're not ready
for a military halo just yet. In our
arsenal, which could be used if
Saddam gets nasty, are globs of
flammable napalm, and
"gator
bombs," which explode in mid-air
and drop small mines over a region
as large as 90,000 sq. yds., which are

certainly not the easiest things to
avoid in battle. The most horrifying,
however, are the fuel-air explosives,
which disperse a highly volatile mist
over a large area, and when this
cloud is set ablaze, it explodes with
the power of a small nuclear device
(without the effects of radiation).
But, as an added treat, the bombs
also suck up oxygen and can yank the
lungs and other organs of troops
right out of their bodies. Ah, there's
the rub: really let a dying soldier see
parts of himself up close-- his lungs,
for example. Certainly a humane
option.
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Senior Weekend - Take Two
To the Editor:
The 100 Days Banquet...Supposedly
the celebration of our last one hundred
days together as a class. Supposedly
the commemoration of four years of
hard work, dedication, friendship and
learning. Yes, the Senior Class did
celebrate. We continued the timehonored tradition of socializing,
drinking and partying to excess.
As a class, we produced yet
another shining example for the
classes behind us to follow. We,by the
actions of the majority, again made it
acceptable, even enviable, to be
irresponsible, selfish, and drunk.

I was embarrassed and ashamed to
see members of my class throwing
food at dinner, screaming obscenities,
harassing the service people, and
vomiting.
But that, unfortunately, was just
the prelude to five hours of empty,
drunken conversations; stumbling
dancing; and unthinking, meaningless
sexual behavior. It turned out to be a
school-approved occasion to be
immature, reckless, and obnoxious.

"The banquet turned out to
be a school-approved
occasion to be immature,

My experience of the Banquet was
through sober, and incredulous, eyes.
I noted many times how little
difference there was between my first
keg party and 100 Days, the event for
which I had waited four years.
What I saw on Friday night, was, by
and large, not people caring about
others, or themselves for that matter,
nor was it mature adult behavior.

reckless, and obnoxious."
The numbing effects of alcohol,
and four years of such behavior being
accepted and glorified, allow us to
avoid any thought about ramifications
of our actions. As the leaders of the
student body, I question what kind of
messages we are sending to the rest of
Holy Cross.

Raging hangovers aren't funny.
Abusing our bodies and our minds
isn't what four years of a Holy Cross
education is all about. Enabling our
friends to drink to excess, and
accepting lax sexual involvement
without question, isn't friendship.
Ignoring the physical and sexual
violence that occurs among us every
weekend is not being men and women
for others.
In less than three months, the
Senior Class will be graduating. At
that time we will be members of the
adult world, and it will be expected
that we act like adults. But before that
happens, we will come together for
Senior Week. That week, will we
celebrate four years of friendship, love
and learning in a mature and
responsible way, or will it be Senior
Weekend- Take Three?
Suzanne M. MacKay '91
with
Raymond T. Jorgensen '91
Paul Albert '91
Charlene Moberg '91
Laura J. Dietz '91
Jacqueline Mast° '91
Sarah A. Fairbank '91
Ann J. Cahill '91
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Ifif You don't register
with Selective Service,you might
make the wiring impression.
Let's be blunt. If you're a man,
you've got to register with Selective
Service within a month of turning 18.
If you don't, you're breaking the law.

Register ith Selective Service,
llquick KIN!: ;Ind it the lalv

The
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Understanding
the other
Throughout history, America has been plagued by vicious political
demonstrations, abortion center bombings, assassinations, gay bashing,
religious and racial persecution and segregation, and a host of other
savage violence stemming from unsympathetic views of alternative
ideologies. Even at Holy Cross, abusive attitudes toward anothers'
thoughts is evidenced by the verbal and physical attacks upon groups
such as the Women's Forum, R.O.T.C., SMASH and the Holy Cross
Coalition for Alternatives to War- among others.
In the past weeks, a pro-choice group has applied to gain recognition
at Holy Cross. Although the views of this group are contrary to
traditional Catholic and Holy Cross teaching, this form of alternative
thought is integral to a successful education. Through difference and
disagreement we understand the philosophy of another group, learn to
respect it, form an opinion, buttress our existing ideals or change them in
reflection of this alternative.
America was formed upon and embraces the freedom of free speech
and thought. However, do we really have the ability to think and form a
true opinion without an understanding of the alternative point of view?
In a few years, we will leave Holy Cross and some of us will forget the
standards of the groups which we embraced while we were here. If
alternative thought groups are permitted to exist at Holy Cross, we will
all learn tolerance of one another- a trait which will remain part of our
personalities forever.
Because of our eduction, college students will assume the leadership
of our generation. We often do not realize we have the power to change
and dissuade violence from the intellectual debate among groups with
conflicting ideologies. Consider the number of lives saved if we
permitted alternative thought and incorporateed the tolerance learned
on college campuses and learned to voice our differences through
rhetoric, instead of weapons.
As students, we have the responsibility to recognize the other group's
ideology to further confirm our own point of view. It is imperative that
groups contrary to traditional Holy Cross ideology be permitted to exist
and voice their interests on campus. As times change, so must Holy
Cross if it is to prepare its graduates for later life. Tradition must be
replaced by tolerance if we are to call ourselves students. We will
become more intelligent and feeling members of society. More
importantly, however, it will enable us to greet those with differing
opinions intelligently and enable us to work for solutions through
compromise instead of by resistance, isolation and violence.

•

LETTERS POLICY
The Crusader welcomes letters fnam readers.Lettersfor publication should
be typed,double spaced,at approximately 41 characters per line,and must
include the writer's name, address, telephone number and signature.
Letters for publication should be mailed to The Crusader via PO Box 32A
or delivered to Hogan 505 so that they are received by 7 p.m. on Tuesday
of tbit publication week.
Leafs are subject to editing for style, length, and taste.

Racial atrocities still Al
I had been flipping through
magazines like Ebony and Essence
when I saw several cigarette ads for
that bastion of longevity and good
health, tobacco. Virginia Slims was the
brand, to be precise. In this ad there
was a beautiful African-American
woman, donning a cigarette, with the
caption, "You've Come A Long Way,
Baby."
Then, I set out for Kimball and
stumbled upon something that
shocked me, other than the fine
cuisine. Someone with a t-shirt stood
in front of me. "So what!" you say.
Well, what was peculiar thing about
this t-shirt was its Bart Simpson logo.
The front read, "Cross Training With
Bart." The back consisted of four
scenes which read: "Bart Knows
Studying, Bart Knows Women, Bart
Knows Partying, and Bart Knows
When To Say When." What startled
me most was the third caption, "Bart
knows partying." Under the caption
were two Negroes made to look like
"jiggs" and "Samboes," you know, the
"old" image of a black man; dark as
night, goofy, with white lips painted on
like a clown's! but wait, there's more.
These jiggs had very kinky hair shaped
in a flattop, with big coats on, a big
peace sign around the neck, a boom
box carried on one shoulder, and what
seem to be Adidas sneakers with the
laces untied. The jiggs were dancing to
"Bust A Move," a cross-over rap song
by Young M.C., with Bart in the
middle.
After seeing this, I began to
wonder how far minorities really have
come, and how blacks are seen today.
Obviously, we're still seen as Samboes.
The only difference is that, to some,
the few of us who are up on the "Hill"
are "elevated jiggs," and exceptions to
our race.
First of all, I would like to inform
the ignoramus who conceived this tshirt that Black people come in all
different shades and colors, and yes,
some of us even tan! If this person
took the time to really look at a group
of Black people, he would see more
variety than his narrow and provincial
little mind could ever hope to
conceive. He would see kinky hair,
smooth hair, short hair, curly hair, long
hair and wavy hair. He would see dark
tones, brown tones and lighter tones.

Moreover, how many blacks oe
campus wear flattops, big "Santa
Claus" coats, untied sneakers, and big
peace signs. When was the last time
anyone saw a black student with a
boom box on his or her shoulder.
Some of us listen to jazz, rhythm and
blues, ballads and even rock! With an
undercurrent of prejudice and racisnl
meandering through the minds of
some Holy Cross students, it's no
wonder that we say, "It's a black thang,
you wouldn't understand."
I can't believe that I could he
subject to such atrocities at all
"institution" like Holy Cross. Blacks
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"...using the color bladas

are criticized for meeting a few days ju
before school, for the B.S.U., and fair
"reverse racism." When organizations,
athletes, and clubs sit together it's ithn
understood, however, when blacks sit
together we're. being "anti-social.'
"Anti-social," yeah right, put this and ,,Y(:)
the primal misconception of blacks t° ib°
rest. To those who resent our coming °
together, tell me, have you eVef an
bothered to sit with us? Have blacks „lit
rc
ever denied whites a seat beside them? So
that
Did we put a stamp on the table
says "Blacks Only?" The answer ill
"NO." The fact is that many people are al
too damned scared to sit with a grouP
of Negroes. So when they don't
•
t6
understand why we clump together,'
they bash it! It's obvious that blacks
Po:
at 3
are uncomfortable and
La
disadvantage at Holy Cross. When was
the last time "you" were outnumbered the
26 to 1? However, that doesn't star
nincompoops like our t-shirt man frool
printing his trash, and then selling it.
What further infuriates me is that
at Holy Cross, blacks are still subject
to the circumstances they've strived r°
overcome. It also amazes me that
achieving admittance into Holy Cross
does nothing more than garnish racisnl
and present it to us on a fancy silver
platter for about $20,000.
Let me ask you, the reader, if 8
group of black kids are spotted
hanging around campus late at night, 14
and a group of white kids are doing the
same, who is security going to ask for
'1)ei
I.D.? Need I answer.
The people at Holy Cross are Cr
supposed to be "educated and elite:

umber
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No blood for choice
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Perhaps the leaders of tomorrow. Yet,
it is apparent that no matter what an
African American does, wears, or
achieves, on campus he or she is
stereotypically viewed by some, who
don't know him or her, as another
"iigg" athlete from the streets who
made it up to the hill. Period.
There is no denying this inbred
prejudice because this school is too
conservative to think otherwise.
However, my last point reverts
back to the cartoon, and the
cartoonist. Since you, t-shirt man,
operate on a mediocre level, let me

as an object of

mockery."

Just tell you something about the color
and the race that you desecrate. The
flattop that you ridicule is worn by as
many, if not more, whites as blacks on
this campus, and all over the world!
The "funky" style that you sneer,
You can't have. The rhythm
you taunt,
You wish you had, but can't
get. The
boom box you scoff can be found in
any dorm room inhabited by
blacks or
Whites. The musical chart toppers that
"rock" the world come from
Soul II
Soul, BBD, Bobby
Brown, MC
Rammer, 2 Live Crew, LL Cool J.,
Janet Jackson and
Black Box.
"Everybody gets down" to the C
and c Music Factory,
not your
,gnorance. Chances are, if you're a
oasketball fan, you probably own a
Poster of Michael Jordan,
"Air" head.
Lastly, if you must know, oh
ignorant
one, black is the
amalgamation of all
the colors of the spectrum
into one.
Therefore, using the color,
black, as an object of mockery,
without
understanding it,
is futile. With all
these staggering
rYou're racially statistics, no wonder
biased. Just remember,
lice Vanilla Ice, you can
"Play that
,flulkY music (whiteboy)" all you want,
out the fact of the matter
remains that
even though you tried, "U still Can't
,Ouch This."
Jean Desrosiers '94
t
i ditor's Note: The views
presented in this
(fetter are supported by the Black Student
: Ilion Board and a majority of the memrs of the black community at Holy
s-ross.

Before I begin this brief
discourse, let me alert you to the fact
that I do not intend to purport a facade
of objectivity. To do so would be to
insult the reader. More than this, I do
not intend to blunt the pointedness of
my convictions for the sake of
courtesy. If you are insulted by my
thoughts, please do not take it on a
personal level.
To begin with, last Thursday
was not one of my better days. Aside
from being production day at this fine
periodical, I had struggled through two
morning exams going on near nil sleep.
To further my dismay,I was ambushed
by a fellow Holy Cross student who got
me with a solid shot to the abdomen as
I exited Edith Stein Hall. But worry
not for me. This individual meant no
harm to my person. She only wished to
secure my reception of a piece of
literature which I quickly tucked away.
I returned to my room and
slung my weary body onto my bed with
the intention of taking a peaceful nap.
Before closing my eyes, I managed to
glance at the notice that had been so
warmly handed to me. However,
worse than the means of distribution
was the message boldly proclaimed.
CHOICE"
"STUDENTS
FOR
headlined the piece of propaganda
which celebrated several callous and
misleading statistics such as the fact
that "abortion related death" has
declined 93% since abortion became.
legal. The newsletter went on to
declare, "The existence of a Pro-Life
organization without the recognition of
a formalized alternative organization is
an insult to the intellectual community.
different
suppression
The
of
viewpoints violates the basic tenets of a
liberal arts education."
Well, as a member of both the
Pro-Life organization
and the
intellectual community on this campus,
I was insulted by this proclamation.

Through my eyes, the issue here is not
free speech. Rather, this claim of
"suppression" represents yet another
effort by abortion rights activists to
cloud the real issue at stake.
If one has even only glanced
the pages of The Crusader, The
Convivium, or The Fenwick Review, it
is clearly evident that Holy Cross
exhibits a free a open intellectual
debate over the abortion issue. Has
any member of the administration
taken action to suppress the expression
of varying opinions? Clearly not. Has
The Crusader or any other school
funded media taken action to prevent
the free exchange of beliefs over this
controversial issue? As an editor of
these pages, I can assure you that this
certainly has not been the case.

from expecting formal recognition as a
student activity, this group should be
anticipating formal condemnation.
Students for Cho'ice is an
organization that wishes, by means of
propaganda, to rationalize the actions
of a multi-million dollar industry of
mass murder under the pretense of
protecting a woman's right to free will.
To those of you who support this
rationalization, a large number of you
who are my friends, I must ask you if
you realize the implications of your
position. Do you realize that in
supporting free "choice" for individual
women, you are denying another
individual the right to ever make any
choices, that you are denying these
individuals the very right to exist? Do
you perceive the scope and magnitude

... this claim of'suppression' represents yet
another effort by abortion rights activists to cloud
the real issue at stake."
The
only
action
the
administration has taken is not to take
any action at all.
The school,
consistent with its role as a Catholic
instituion, has not formally recognized
a student abortion rights organization.
For the administration to grant formal
recognition would, in effect, be a nod
of approval for the activities pursued
by this group.
For abortion rights supporters
to expect such a responce from a
Catholic institution is absolutely
ludicrous.
Need I remind the
members of this group that the
Catholic community regards the
practice of abortion as immoral? Must
I remind these individuals that the
Catholic community believes they are
supporting the merciless slaughter of
millions of innocent children?
Far

of this practice, that every 30 seconds
another human life is exterminated in
this country alone? By supporting
abortion rights, do you realize that you
are condoning the actions of brutal
doctors who toss the torn body parts of
small children into buckets of blood?
We are all entitled to freely
express our thoughts and ideas.
However, all opinions should not
expect to be sanctioned by a Catholic
administration. Neither Students for
Life nor the administration wishes to
suppress the views of those who
On the
support abortion rights.
contrary, those of us involved in
Students for Life believe that free and
open discussion of the abortion issue,
as opposed to propaganda campaigns,
is the best means by which the ProLife position can prevail.

Mark R. Dursin

The dog-days of humanity
Existentialists are weird. What do
they do, but just sit around all day and
existentialize9 Jean-Paul Sartre, for
example, developed a bizarre allegory
concerning the "Look", or Revelation,
of "the Other". Sartre envisioned a
spectator looking through a keyhole
into a room, and all the people in the
room,unaware of the spectator's gaze,
become objects, as the furniture are
objects. All the people are objects of
the spectator's subject. But then one of
the people in the room looks back, so
the spectator becomes the spectacle,
and the one looking through the
keyhole freezes in the knowledge that
his solipsism has been destroyed. The
look, or revelation, of "the Other"
makes the spectator turn to stone.
I think Sartre should have gone out
of his grand-mother's basement more
often.
What is so frightful about "the
Other?" Furthermore, what is the
alternative, -- to exist in separate
untouchable bubbles, vacuums of
pride, safely sheltered from any other
human contact? How could we learn?
Let's face it, we're all essentially dumb.

greyhounds, offering positive feedback
instead of a lot of screaming. She used
her arms to embrace instead of smash.
My girlfriend Leah taught me a And the dogs responded: That
valuable lesson through a personal summer the kennel proportionately
experience. She loves animals, and she produced a lot more winners than
goes to UMass Amherst, where you previous years. Go figure.
can actually major in something like
She's not going to like the fact that
"Animal Science" and take classes like I'm writing about greyhounds.
"Dairy Herd Management", in which Basically, she told me to never write
you have to do weird experiments about something
which I am
involving bovine posteriors. (Imagine essentially clueless. But I don't have to
a class like that here? Who would know anything about greyhounds to
teach it?)
appreciate the meaning of her parable.
• I just have to know about people.(And
In any case, apparently, a few
I'm still pretty confused in that arena.)
summers ago, she worked at a
The history of humanity has been
greyhound kennel, the North Shore
contaminated
by aggression begetting
Kennel in Massachusetts, and.
aggression,
by a smack in the head
apparently, the owners of this kennel
were the archetypal meanies. They being answered by another even
didn't care about the dogs, they just harder smack in the head. In the midst
wanted to make money. If a dog didn't of aggression, we often overlook the
perform well in a race, the owners counter-position to hate, because it's
would scream, beat, and sometimes easier to be nasty about the whole
starve the dogs. Strangely, as a whole, thing than to have understanding. This
is painfully obvious in this time of war.
the dogs never really performed that
But we have to try, try to learn, try to
well in any race.
offer some kind of positive response,
In a small way, Leah reversed that
try to build up instead of always
cycle. She actually cared about the
tearing down. It worked for the dogs...
We need help, we need to learn.
That's why we have each other.
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Robert A.'s rhythm and blues wow Worcester
By DEIRDRE MAHER
FEATURES EDITOR

I was a little upset that I
couldn't find anyone to accompany me
to Tammany Hall in Worcester this
past Saturday...but only a little. I
quickly discovered ways to soothe my
grief. Not only did I fmd
companionship in the form of two
Worcester cab drivers, but I also found
that the rhythm and blues of the
Robert A. Band make excellent
company on a lonely Saturday night.

"It was
boogie-woogie
blues of the
baddest kind!"
Bouncing to the beat and
reeling to the rhythm, the crowd never
left the floor. They danced their way to
familiar favorites and snappy originals
pumped out with rhythmic ripeness
supplied by Ron Dagle, Ron Ward,
and Wayne Powell. The lusty
saxophone playing of Kevin Ausoin left
steam on the windows as did the
keyboard fondling of Jeff Hudson.

It was boogie-woogie blues of
the baddest kind! Robert A. sweetly
crooned to the audience about houses
a'rockin', people a'knockin', love, and
politics. Slipping from a little Stevie
Ray Vaugn to a bit of dreaming,
Robert A. knocked out a tune for
these "...economic bad times." Their
"Modern Dreams" cast a light on
today's dim thoughts of power and
glory, after all, they are only 'The best
that money can buy."

SPECIAL TO FEATURES

"There are people on a
parallel way," writes William Stafford,
the poet who visited Holy Cross last
week, and it seems that this quote
from his poem, "Smoke Signals,"
introduces Stafford to us very well. In
having the opportunity to first study his
writing, meet him, and finally hear him
read, I was able to see, as he further
and
writes, his "unmistakable
unobtrusive" character and conviction
emerge.
Stafford was born in 1914 in
Hutchinson, Kansas and is the author
of over thirty books of poetry and
prose. These works include Traveling
through the Dark (1%2), for which he
received the National Book Award and
Scripture of Leaves (1990), his latest
book. Here, Stafford helps readers
understand his lifelong commitment to
nonviolence, expressed first in Down
in My Heart (1945), his enchanting
description of life as a conscientious
objector during World War II.
In my first experience with his
work, Stafford seemed to me to be a
bit of a curiosity. Reading Down in
My Heart for my nonviolent literature
seminar, I saw Stafford, with his
"unmistakable" stand against war, as a
different voice in a time of massive
support for war. However, his special
contribution to us comes, not solely
through his particular stand, but in his
"unobtrusive" tone and truly caring
attitude. In this book, he sets his life

You Loose" and stopping to sing about
romance that's gone bad. "I was the

King" lamented the parting of lovers,
one "the goddess of night," the other,
"Her gallant knight." Oh,it was enough
to make a soul cry...but the beat was so
alive, so jazzy, so fresh - the tears just
refused to well.

The Robert A. Band set the
joint a'jumpin' with style that could
charm the pants off of any fan of that
fast-paced age of jazz! The bluesy bass
and pounding percussion swelled
through the house leaving a hope for
the rebirth ofjaz7. Indeed, rhythm and

blues were both alive and well in
Worcester last weekend, and the
Robert A. Band was the proud
mother.

Robert A. seemed to try in
vain to hit that blues vein. Beating out
their "Bad News Boogie," they told
about "...polutions of the highest kind!"
commenting on the war in the Gulf as
"...the'new show on T.V."

Relief from a slide into
depression came in the form of some
Eric Clapton followed by the band's
skin-beating, sax-sweating melody,
"The Road to Heaven." The crowd was
coaxed to "Let the music soothe your
very soul. Let your worries fade into
the night..." Convinced into a
comfortably numb state, the dancers
tripped into some psychedelia.

The band's talent allowed
them to slide from one time frame to
another, from one emotion to another.

William Stafford builds a fire
BY TED HENKEN

They donned their moods as one
would a hat, strumming to the
effervescence of Otis Redding's "Turn

and commitment before us leaving it
for our own interpretation.
This unique tone of Stafford's
devotion to nonviolence was further
enhanced when I actually met him.
When meeting an author whom you
have read, you might expect a little
anxiety, but in meeting Stafford, I only
remember his very unassuming hand
shake, accompanied with, "Hi, I'm
Bill."
As a group of us talked with
him, he tried to convey his conception
of the human community, or as he
calls it, "that parallel way."
He
explained that it was his belief and
actual experience that people, who we
often do not see or think of, are
"sharing the world" with us. He finally
reminded us of the importance of our
knowing this, but also that it not be
forced upon anyone.
Stafford showed this gentle
conviction in the poetry reading itself.
Being mis-advertised for both 7:30 and
8:00 last Thursday night, Stafford
postponed the reading and decided to
speak casually with the early corners
before as he called it, "getting formal."
In this discussion, he shared with those
his
philosophy
of
gathered
compostion, encouraging other writers
to accept what occurs to them, valuing
it simply because it has occurred to
them. Finally, as others arrived, he
began to read his poetry, retaining the
atmosphere of a shared awareness and
acceptance. He gave us his art, setting
it before us saying--"Here is smoke
following what comes, going through
the world, knowing each other,
building our little fires."

The Crusader

Robert A. and company bring merriment and mirth to Tammany Hall

A party planned at Dinand
By MAUREEN HAUGH
FEATURES STAFF

I just returned from the library, and I
have a headache. Not from too much
studying, though. From the noise.
Maybe you've never noticed, but the
library can be a pretty noisy place, especially in the left wing from about 7:30-9:30
during the week.
Personally, I'm not complaining. Actually, just the contrary. I love the library.
You've probably seen me there, wandering around. That's mostly what I do
there. Just kind of mosey around, looking
for people I know (or people I'd like to
know). When I ahev real studying, after
all, I go to my dorm study room. It's quieter and there is no one to distract me. I
go to the library when I only have a little
work to do and am in the mood to
socialize.
I used to think that my friends and I
were the only people who use the library
as a place to meet and greet, but the more
time I spend there the more I realize we
are far from the only ones who enjoy the
library's social benefits. Like I said, it can
get pretty noisy there.
Most people, at first glance, look like
they are really studying. You know, the
backpack is open, a book is in hand,
notebook on table - all the vitals are there.
Pick someone out, though, and really
watch them. I think you'll notice that most
people (not the ones with pocket-protectors or "pre-med" written all over them)
do as much goofing off as studying.
I was watching one girl the other night
and during the whole time I watched her,
she got maybe three pages of reading
done. After finding her seat, she sat down,
looked for her friends, got out her Diet
Coke, and read a couple pages. Then her
roommate arrived with BDB photos. They
looked at those for a while, before bring-

ing them to their other friend to look at.
Then they all sat around and laughed for
a little while. The girl told her friends then
that she really had to study, so she went
back to her seat and took out her book
again. She read another page,finished her
Diet Coke, and went to the blue room for
another. Three pages in about 20 minutes.
But she is far from unusual. One friend
of mine picks her seat not by how close
it is to the books, or how hot or cold it
is, but by "the view" it gives her.
There is another guy my friend and I
call The Cardshark, because everytime we
see him, he's in the library playing poker.
Yeah, he spends a lot of time in the library
with his books out, but he never studies.
Maybe I carry the art of library socialization to the extreme (I am just a first year
student with little or no academic obligations, after all), but I spent, and maybe I
shouldn't advertise this fact, almost 15
minutes scouring the library tonight for
one person. Not for any particular reason
- just because he's there a lot and I felt
like talking to him. I even had three of
my friends on red alert to inform me if
they discovered his whereabouts. No, I
never did find him, but I ran into five of
my friends in the process and met a couple
of people, too.
Now, I don't want to give the impression that no one studies in the library. It
is, after all, a building of intellectual purpose. And the people who socialize there
still do work, even if it's only three pages
of reading. I think it's time we all admit,
though, that there's more to Dinand than
just studying and research. The library is
a fun place to go.
Yes, I'll be there tomorrow night again,
regardless of whether I have studying to
do or not. If you see someone aimlessly
wandering the stacks, it'll be me. Come
say hi and introduce yourself. We'll have
some fun.

FEBRUARY 22,1991

I'm Proud
I washed and I scrubbed
But t'was all in vain,
I peered in my mirror
But stiff looked the same;
My black skin still shone
It had not changed a mite
In spite of my efforts
I couldn't be white.
I stopped then-to think
Of my people-who rose
From sfavay with all
Of its sorrows mut woes
To statuf on their feet
The equals of all
To fight for their country
To answer the calf.
I thought of our readers
In aft fields of life
Doctors and lawyers
Engaged in the strife
Dancers, musicians and scientists, too
Who though black have been honest,
Respectful and trueI thought of my mother
My breast swelled with pride
I made her laugh, yesAnd often she's cried
But no mother could love more
No matter her race,for love is not judged
By the shade of one's face
So Ill wash not and scrub not
Nor try to be white
And I'm not finding fault
'Cause I guess they're alright
Aruf I know I'm not perfect
For some things I lack
But always Pft thank God
That I was born black.
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Commitment comes to those who wait:
Another Long essay
By ANNIE LONG

FEATURES STAFF

I guess that I first really realized
my problem the other day when my
friend asked me on the way home from
Kimball why I don't like sandwiches. I
though about it and said, "They're too
much of a commitment."

I'd rather have a bowl of cereal or a
salad. You can stop eating whenever
you want, or easily go back for nfore.
A sandwich is too finite, too serious. If
you get a sandwich you are pretty well
committed to eating the whole thing. If
you don't eat it, the leftover part looks
lonely and rejected. If you finish it and
want another, you feel greedy.

answers not having to pin down a
specific one. It was A,B,C, or D that I
had to commit to. Picking out an outfit
in the morning is a chore, too. Will I
really want to wear that sweater all day
long, or will I get sick of it? At least
this problem with commitment
supports my roommate's theory about
why I only like guys that are total jerks,
and would never be interested in me. I
guess I don't want to find any one that
might actually like me back, because
then that would run the risk of
involving that horrible C word.

"No,for once I'm going
to be definite about
something.'Carpe Diem,'
it is."

I thought about this a little more
this little
realized
that
and
commitment with food is just a
microcosm of a larger problem that I
have with commitment in my life.
I've been here for one semester
and have changed my major already.
Playing a varsity sport would be out of
the question- I have trouble going to
all the ice hockey practices, and it's a
club sport. I can't even commit to
jogging every day. I dread multiple
choice tests, like the one I had in my
Survey of Art class today. I knew I
would have to circle one definite
answer, there weren't any essays in
which I could encompass a few

If you think about it, in a way,
running from commitment is good.
Look at Gary Shepard,(God rest his
soul) from Thirtysomething. He was a
completely free spirit. He didn't give
into the conventions of society and the
commitments that go with it. He
wasn't in advertising, but was a
teacher. He was such an intelligent
person that he could've raked in the
bucks in some office job, but why be
committed to a company? As a teacher
he had the freedom to move from
school to school if he wanted, and he
would never be demoted, he'd always
be a teacher. He never compromised

of his
any
himself through
commitments. Even when he finally
married Susannah, he still remained
the same free spirit, flitting in and out
of Michael and Hope's house,
unannounced. (If he called, then he
would have been committed to go, get
it?)

But then I thought about it some
more. Yeah, Gary was great, what a
fun, free guy. OK,I see some of myself
in him, but not completely. Like Sally
Albrihgt from "When Harry Met Sally"
says,"We never did run off to Rome at
a moments notice." I have all this
freedom from my lack of commitment,
but I don't think I really make the
most of it. In a few years I'm going to
(hopefully) be able to make the
serious commitments of a job and
family. When I look back at this time,
what can I remember that I did with
my freedom? If I'm going to be wimpy
about commitment, I hope that at least
I'll be able to have memories of the
fun, wild things I did with my freedom.
Make sense?

So I guess what I'm really getting
down to is, an old friend of Mr.
Marvell's."Carpe diem", I suppose.
No, for once I'm going to be
definite about something. "Carpe
diem", it is.

Louis T. Shropshire,jr.
(Louis T. Shropshire, Jr. wrote this
poem in 1941 as a high school student.
He grew up in Worcester and is now a
retired member of the Worcester
Police Department.)

For Your
Information
This weekend,join forces with
The Bedspins and The Twills as they
sing their little hearts out to benefit the
Appalachia Service Project. The beats
will be bad and the melodies
mean...come see what makes these
bands taste so good. Maybe you too
can win a date with The Bedspins, or
at least a raisin. Showtime is at 10
p.m. in the Pizza Sellar.
Kimball presents the madcap
misadventures of "The Lemon Sisters"
this weekend. The price is cheap and
the time has got to be better than
prying a dead raccoon off your radials
or trimming your toenails, though
trimming someone else's toenails may
be reason enough to miss this movie
on Friday and Saturday night at 7:30
p.m.

GO TO
MEDICAL!WOOL
Turmoil
PAID I

Find out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in full—plus earn more than $700 a month while you attend school.
Clip and mail the coupon below, and well send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.
If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves.
After graduation, you'll serve three years or more—depending on the Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive—as a respected
Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical
technology.
If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice—
and want to cut the expense of medical school—send for more information today.

rYES

I Send me full details on how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program can help cut my
• medical school expenses. I meet the age requirements noted below.
I understand lam under no obligation.
Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box 2865
9018
Huntington Station, NY 11746-0690
Air Force
(18-34 years of age)

Please print all information clearly and completely

Name

Can't make it to the sun of
Then how about the
Cancun?
"Minnesota Moon"? This one-act play
by John Olive will be wowing
audiences this weekend with its
discourses on beer, sharp chicks,
rommates, and moonshine. Showtime
is Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in "the
pit." But more importantly, it's free!

Navy
(21-36 years of age)

Check up to three: L Army
(21-34 yean of age)

Nfiddle India!

Firs!

I Male

last

!. I Female

Apt #

Address
State

City

1

Phone

Area Code

College(048)
Field of Study

1 1

1

1

Number

1 1

1

1

1

1 Soc. Sec No

Zip 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 mu
Birth Date 1 1 I 1 II 1 1 1
uo 0
17 Yefir
Graduation Date

1 1 1

Year
Mo
The information you voluntarily provide will be used for recruiting purposes only The more complete it Is, the
better we can respond to your request (Authority 10 USC 503).
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"Encircling Tides" rolls into Fenwick Theatre
By CARYN GERAGHTY
FEATURES STAFF
It was as if there were a
human motorcycle on stage. It
sounded as if there were a motorcycle
driving far into the distance and then
coming back again and sometimes
circling around the audience and
sometimes just sitting still, revving its
engine. The sound came from Charles
Darwin who invited the audience to
share in his dream of human evolution.

In one hour the audience was
sent on a journey from the creation of
the most primitive of life forms to the
realm of information that seems to

In the program notes, the
creators of "Encircling Tides"
explained their basic themes. "The
themes we had in mind had to do with

"Encircling Tides" was an
innovative approach to modern
theatre. It sought to present to the •
audience a new way of viewing human
existence. In a question and answer
session following the performance the
artists explained how theatre has
always expressed being through the
human form and has neglected the
other life forms that coexist in the
being of the Earth.

On Saturday, the 16th of
February, the Thunder Bay Ensemble
presented "Encircling Tides" in
Fenwick Theatre. It is a dance opera
that employs an unusual vocal
technique as well as vivid light and
shadow imagery. Thunder Bay
Ensemble is currently creating and
refining the work, and Saturday's
performance was the first phase in the
actual presentation of the opera.
To
simply
categorize
"Encircling Tides" as an opera would
be a grand oversimplification of the
nature of the performance. Both the
subject matter and the manner of
presentation surpass any expectation
of what an opera should be.

Through abstract sound and
visual images, "Encircling Tides"
portrayed the evolution of minerals as
basic forms of life. It created a sunless
world, which eventually produced
creatures of aquatic, terrestrial, and
arboreal natures. The process
culminated in a scene which displayed
human dependency on information
and how it is necessary to find the
"heartbeat emerging from the tide"
that began the evolution of being.

The Crusader

Dancers dance out the ways of Darwin.

control present human life. All this
was seen through what was portrayed
as Charles Darwin's dream of
evolution.

the interrelatedness of life forms, and
how we are not merely on the planet
Earth, but are just as much of the
Earth as all life forms."

"Encircling Tides" was a
refreshing and challenging way to view
human existence. It was also an
innovative form of artistic expression
that allowed the audience to
experience theatre in a way that many
would never imagine.

Will Godspell
spell success for
seniors'?
The Class of '91 reaches
majestic and lofty heights this weekend
with their rendition of the psychedelic
classic, "Godspell." The gospels come
alive in this fantastic fusion of modern
culture and Christian thought. Don't
let the idea scare you, come see your
friends and neighbors sing and dance
their way into the hearts of the
Saducees and Pharisees.

The Crusackr11.1. Kiely. Jr

'Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord" - Apostles gather around the Messiah in this weekend's production of
"Godspell."

Performances are Feb. 22 and
23 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 24 at 2 and 8 p.m.
Tickets are still available.
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Chamber Singers chime in the Chapel
By ROB DUNCAN
SPECIAL TO FEATURES

On Tuesday, February 26,
the Holy Cross Chamber Singers will
be performing a concert in the
Fenwick Chapel. The concert is titled
"Music for the Theatre." The pieces
to be performed will be the suite from
Down in the Valley, an opera in one
act, by Kurt Weill, the sextet from
Lucia di Lammermoor by Gaetano
Donizetti, the first act finale from
Iolanthe by Arthur Sullivan and the
finale from Falstaff by Giuseppe
Verde. The concert is a rare public

performance by the Chamber Singers
director, and David Pihl will be
accompanying on piano.
The
performance begins at 8 p.m. and
admission is free.

The Holy Cross Chamber Singers are:

Sopranos:

Tenors:

Shelly Bermani'93
Jenna Dempsey '94
Jennifer Marani'92
Joy Portella '94

Matthew Cavanaugh '93
Eric Groepler '91
Braden Mechley'92
Mel Ona'93
Andrew Tremblay'93

Basses:
Robert Duncan '92
T.J. Libretto '94
Stefane Farella '92
Tony Wolf'93

cri

Altos:

Amelia Golebiewski'91
Elissa Gotha'93
Kim Klaus'93
Laura Mangan '92
Jennifer Palmgren '92

▪
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The Rings are wrong
late night wrong numbers (or the
early-early morning wrong numbers, if
you want to get technical). Once again
we're aroused from a sound sleep, only
this time it's at two in the morning.
We're determined, at first, not to
bother getting up. But then the phone
keeps ringing, and curiousity wins out.
Phone calls at 2 A.M., if they're
actually for you, are almost always
interesting. Maybe just this once...
"Hello, Grandma?"
And then there's all the wrong
numbers in between. A female voice
asking suspiciously for Vinnie. An old
woman who remains unconvinced that
I'm not her niece. Dozens of people
looking for ABA plumbing. All those
clogged drains, and nothing we can do
about it!

By KAREN MEDAILLEU
SPECIAL TO fEATURES

▪

It's unbelievable. Once again, my
roommate and I have found ourselves
in the Wrong Number Twilight Zone.
For the second consecutive year, we
have ended up with the phone number
which most resembles every other
phone number in the Worcester area.
Coupled with the fact that the number
listed for us in the HC directory
actually belongs to our other two
roommates, this means that ALL we
ever get is wrong numbers.
This can be depressing. The phone
rings, and for an instant, we think-finally! Someone looked us up in
directory assistance! We answer the
phone cheerfully expecting a classmate
or a friend from home.
"Is this the Coca-Cola Company?"
Then, of course, there are the early
morning wrong numbers. We wake up
at 6:30 A.M. to that insistent buzzing,
knowing full well that no one who
knows us would dare call at that
ungodly hour. Then we realize that
the only people who have our real
number are our families. What if it's
an emergency? We answer the phone
nervously, fingers crossed that nothing
is wrong.
"Is Fred there?"
Second only in enjoyment to the
early morning wrong numbers are the

With all the problems I have to face
as a senior, I know I shouldn't be
worried about a few wrong numbers. I
should be focusing on the real
questions, like, if I only ever went to
one Purple Key meeting, can I still put
it on my resume? And, how come the
only company that picked me to
interview is the one I know nothing
about? Yet, I'm still troubled by the
wrong number situation. I suppose
that others have the same problem,
and I'd suggest starting a support
group, but most likely we'd never be
able to get in touch with each other.

FEBRUARY 22,1991

SAM. ROME
When we are out in the "real
world" we are much more susceptible
to being arrested for drunken,
disorderly conduct. The real world
does not have campus security and
lighted walkways. If we go away with
a group of friends, we should stay
with that group of friends. Sure it
sounds like kindergarten, but hey, you
can learn a lot from a five year old.
Last week at the S.A.A. meeting
we decided on spring break as our
media theme for the week, but I was
not sure exactly what needed to be
said in the context of the Spotlight.
Basically, we just want everyone to
come back with beautiful tans and
rested bodies so H.C. students can
more easily deal with the stresses of
everyday life.
So take the time to sleep and to
run on the beach or just sack out on
the couch at home. Remember that
the week flies by so take advantage of
the opportunity for a little R & R
while you can get it.

By CARYN A. GERAGHTY
FEATURES STAFF

"Aruba, Jamaica, 000000 I wanna
take ya to Bermuda, Bahamas, come
on pretty mama!" Yep, it is that time
of year again. Thank God. Spring
Break. We all need it. We all have
been looking forward to it since
January 16th. And the time is here.
Whether you are going to Florida or
the French Riviera or home to
N.Y.C., take the week to really relax
and get your mind off the stress of
everyday college life.
While laying out on that sandy
beach or swishing down those snowy
slopes, do not forget that we need to
be especially conscious of our alcohol
consumption. Spring Break is a
great time to get away with a group of
friends and have the time of our lives.
Just remember that when we are at
Holy Cross we are very protected
from the evils of the "real world."

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

PERSONALS
Mr. Dave O'CallaghanFor you...the solar system.
Still Secretly Admiring.
04111111110,1IIIIM104).01111W0NIIIIMPOIMIPIN1111111111100

JK,
You lose...(831-7948).
JR
4141111111.4941111111111111104114•111194,111111111111104111111111114PtiO

•

Coach MegletSince we know you read the
personals, we thought you'd like to
see your name in print, too. Happy
Weekend!
The Team
P.S. We really don't want to go to
MD.
4••••••41m...04=1.0.....410.•••.042.1.0

My Little Bran Muffin,
Valentine's Day is over, but the oven
is still hot,
And there's plenty more bran always
churnin' in my pot,
Don't be enticed by the Dunkin'
Donuts' shelves,
And cries of love the Hostess Man
yells.
It's the munchkins like that who I
despise,
'Cause baby, only you can make my
dough rise.
Let me sell you by the dozen,
The Baker
4/01•111•00011MICNIMINIENDINIIMP4 HIMIN0110111MIN1)

JR,
Winning isn't everything.
JK

1 Future
6 Eastern
European
10 Journey
14 In the know
15 Noble
16 Regulation
17 Makes out OK
18 Fissure
19 Noun ending
20 Designates
22 Embarrassed
24 Sports group
26 Calorie
counters
27 Not all the
same
31 Time of year
32 Flies high
33 Abdicate
35 Weep
38 Farm animals
39 Trotter's kin
40 Fruit type
41 Furtive
42 Lettuce dish
43 Straightedge
44 — Valley, ID
45 Throughout an
existence
47 Refuse pile
51 Jazz lovers
52 Quicker way
54 — bullet
58 Split
59 Chemical
ending

1

PERSONALS

2

3

4

1 Shoestring
2 Truant
3 — measure
4 Builders
5 Retaxers
6 Asian weight
7 Retreat
8 Having guns
9 Lenin's first
name
10 Agreement
11 Weight unit
12 Sore
13 Tall grasses
21 Took a
breather
23 Achievement
25 Decoration
27 Snakes
28 Sully
29 Herb-flavored
30 Transferable
picture
34 Doc
35 Aria
36 Portent
37 Titanic's
5

6

8

9

10
16

17

18

19

21
24
28

27
32

25

1111
44
48

26

33

35
40
43

II

1-31-91

37

111

1111
55

54
60

111

36

51
53

62111

13

4514611111

50

58

12

IIII

34

42

49

11

31

39

52

65

23

30

38111

47

22

29

4111

•

7

49 Lena —
50 Jab
53 Bull: Sp.
55 Nucleus
56 Sicilian
resort
57 Balance
60 Allow to

15

RATES:50 cents for each ten words or less

Return to P.O.32A by Tuesday 4 p.m.

undoing
39 Cure-alls
40 Throbbing
device
42 Type of fat
43 Take back
44 Fragments
46 Corpulent
47 Star: pref.
48 Sand bar

14

Name

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM

FADE
sAGinlla BASH
CLASP
EV I L
OBOE
TOAFARETHEEMELL
BARE
END
CALLED
RAPT
MIRE
CERISE
COONDOGS
IRISH
SOLUS
VON
STUDS
VASE
HERE
SKIPS
I TE
CURSE
CONSPIRE
HATTER
HI TS
EONS
ASSORT
ETNA
ANY
BETWEENTHEL INES
OGLE
ROUES
WORE
WOOD
ST I LT
ONOR

DOWN

20

P.O. Box

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

61 Make amends
62 S. African
coin
63 Unit of area
64 Foot sores
65 Spanish
shouts
66 Worn out
67 Pay the tab

UUU

56

57

61
64

1

66111

67

lUll

® 991 United Feature Syndicate
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SEE YA!!!
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Fordham is swept away

Al

Q &A

by the Hurricane

By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR .

This RiclrMashburn dunk with 19 seconds left finished the Fordham Rams off for good.
The Crusuder/J.J. Kiely, Jr.

By BING WALDERT
After a stretch in which they
looked worse than our IBL team
(who incidentally won their first
game Tuesday), the Holy Cross
men's basketball team returned
to action after a week off and
started on the road back to being
the team they can be. With a big
win against Army and an even
bigger win against Fordham, the
Crusaders appear to be back and
ready to finish the season with a
bang.
A week after the loss to UNH
in which Holy Cross coach
George Blaney wanted "To get
back to fundamentals," the
Crusaders traveled to West Point
for a game against Army and
came awayt with an encouraging
victory. The Purple stormed out
of the gate from the opening gun,
going up 12-4 seven minutes into
the game on a Roger Breslin 16footer. They then extended that

lead to 25-11.(Their largest margin of the half), with 6:14 left
when Aaron Jordan hit an 8-foot
leaner.
The rest of the half saw a
dearth of scoring as both teams
were only able to score a total of
14 points (8 for Army and 6 for
HC) before the halftime buzzer.
At the half, it was clear that the
Cross was having a superb defense effort, limiting Army to
jusst 19 points and 7-21 (33.3%)
shooting.
Army started the second half
with an 8-3 run and gave Holy
Cross a scare by closing the gap
to 7. However, this was the
closest Army would get; the
crusaders exploded for a 14-4 run
to open their lead to 17 (led by
6 points from reserve Center
Scott Martzloff). Frank Powell
then scored from 2 feet out and
Martzloff, Breslin added 4 points
apiece and Jordan 5 as Holy
Cross outscored Army 13-8 over
the next six minutes to furhter

stretch their lead to 22, their
largest of the game.
Army was not able to mount
a comeback and Holy Cross held
on to win 69-49. Army was led
by James"Joan" Collins who had
12 points. Kevin "Wild" Berry
and David Ardafiy each had 8.
Holy Cross was led by Jim
Nairus who had 15 points. Scott
Martzlof added 12 points off the
bench and Aaron Jordan had 11
while holding Collins, Army's
leading scorer, to 5 of 16 shooting. Leon Dickerson chipped in
defensively with four blocks.
The following Wednesday,the
Fordham Rams came to the Hart
Center looking seemingly unbeatable. They had a 14-game
win streak. (2nd longest in the
nation behind UNLV), the
biggest front line in the Patriot
League, unstoppable outside
shooters, and the awesome
Damon Lopez, about whom Holy
(Continued on Page 21)

I decided to answer some of the questions most
frequently asked of me this week, because 1) It's the only
way I can satisfy my legion of fans, 2) I don't feel like
writing a real article, and 3) It's my column and I can do
whatever I want. And I don't want to hear any backtalk
because I'm tired and crampy and I ran out of Motrin last
night.
Anyway, here we go...
-- What do you have against George Blaney?
I don't have anything against George Blaney. He
frustrates the heck out of me, but so do the majority of my
elders.
-- Why do most of your articles mention one or all of the
teams in Boston?
I can't help it. Boston is the sports mecca of the
world - it has Roger Clemens, Larry Bird, Ray Bourque,
Rocket Ismael (soon), Slam Dunk Champion Dee Brown,
and last but not least, the Boston Garden.
(And for anyone who says that the "only real
Garden is in New York," well... count up the
championships won by the Bruins and Celtics and count in
the ones won by the Rangers and ICnicks. Case closed).
-- If you had a choice between watching figure skating or
gymnastics on t.v.... or mutilating your fingers in a G.E.
blender, which would you choose?
I'd turn the blender on to high and start on my left
pinky.
-- Aren't you just a little Michael Jordan-ed out?
Aren't we all? I used to love the guy - I still own 9
of his posters - but enough is enough. How many times
can we see this guy dunk? He's everywhere. He'd be
Orwell's favorite player.
-- Do you really watch wrestling?
Yes.
-- Doesn't that make you a loser?
Probably, yes.
-- Deep down, aren't you excited about the Red Sox as we
head into Spring Training?
As a diehard-yet-knowing fan, I refuse to allow
myself to be excited until they're up by ten runs in Game 7
of the World Series. And even then...
-- Come on,just a little?
No.
--A tad?
Okay, okay! I admit it! I'm excited about Jack
Clark and Tom Brunansky! I love Greenwell and Burks
and Boggs! I'm glad they signed Clemens! I like Matt
Young and Danny Darwin! I like Jody Reed even if his
first name is Jody! I want -Oh,someone slap me. You know, I deserve to be
spiritually molested by another Red Sox team.
-- No,really, what do you have against George Blaney?
I DON'T HAVE ANYTHING AGAINST
GEORGE BLANEY!!! Hey, we beat Fordham last
Wednesday, didn't we?
Granted, we could have won by more if we had
helped out on Lopez in the first half, or if we hadn't slowed
it down and played with our tail between our legs when we
• had the big lead...
-- Isn't this article a blatant attempt to cover up the fact
that you had no ideas for a ml column this week?
Definitely. It speaks for itself.
-- What happened to Ben on "Growing Pains" and the
other little kid from "Who's the Boss?"
I don't know,but I did hear that they're dating.
-- Are the Celtics for real?
OMIGOD YES!!! This team can play. I think
(Continued on Page 21)
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Walker and crew clinch
their first title
run. When the final buzzer
sounded, Walker and the rest
of the Lady Crusaders had won
a hard fought 63-57 victory.
"It was tough for us to get
Step one for the Holy
any kind of offensive
into
Cross women's basketball
Coach Gibbons said
flow,"
team this year was to win the
game. "They were
the
Patriot League regular season after
physical."
that
just
really
title. Victories over Army and
points led Holy
17
Walker's
Fordham this past week
closely by
followed
Cross,
allowed them to keep climbing
Ann
tri-captain
senior
fellow
the ladder of success on their
and
15
with
Lambiotte
way to the top.
Powers
Norinne
After a week off and a sophomore
seven hour bus ride, the Lady with 14.
Standing at 19-5, the Lady
Crusaders were set to take on
the Cadets of Army. As when Crusaders were ready to come
they came to the Hart Center a home Wednesday and go for:
month earlier, Army was the 1) their first-ever regular
conference leader in team season league title, and 2)their
defense, giving up the fewest fourth consecutive twenty-win
points per game. Holy Cross' season. The Lady Rams of
job was to try and change this Fordham University provided
an imposing road block to
around.
The game was just what reach this goal.
Also providing somewhat
Head Coach Bill Gibbons
a distraction were the
of
and
expected - "Tough
associated with
festivities
physical." In the first half the
when Holy
Night",
"Senior
defense did a great job of
farewell to
bid
would
Cross
holding Army to only 34%
ever to
classes
best
the
of
one
shooting, while shooting 53%
the
senior
on
The
walk
hill.
themselves (on their way to a
Lambiotte,
tri-captains
31-23 halftime lead). Army's
physical play had slowed down Walker, and Kris Shields the Lady Crusader attack, but were presented with flowers
was not enough to give them and clocks to commenerate
their years in Purple. But
any kind of a lead.
In the second half Army's when the ball was tossed up, all
physical play continued to wear of that was forgotten.
Lady
The
Crusaders
down Holy Cross, but senior
Mary
Helen jumped right out of the gate
tri-captain
Walker, having what her coach and sprang to a twelve point
called an "All-American type lead, 20-8, with eleven minutes
of year," would not let the left in the first half. Just when
pressure and physical nature of it looked like another easy
Patriot League game, back
the game get to her.
came
Fordham, that old
She made five big plays in a
MAAC
who knew the Lady
foe
row; in the process, a close
well.
so
Crusaders
game became a twelve point
next six minutes
the
Over
game. And when Army came
chipped
the
of
Fordham
game,
back to cut the lead to three
she was there again, hitting a away at the Holy Cross lead
big jump shot to stop an Army until it had a lead of its own,
By DAN BOYLE
SPORTS STAFF

IF%

23-22, with five minutes to
play. But back came the Lady
Crusaders, and on "Senior
Night" perhaps it was only
fitting to have the sophomores
do a lot of the work. It was the
play of Powers, Beth Godfrey,
and Meghan Sullivan down the
stretch of the first half that
brought Holy Cross back arid
put them up seven, 36-29, after
the first twenty minutes.
"I thought that little stretch
was the only time we didn't
play great team defense,"
Coach Gibbons said after ,he
game. "But the halfcourt trap
we applied right at the end of
the half really sparked us."
For the whole second half,
Fordham could get no closer
than six points (that being very
early in the half). Yet they
were still able to stick around
and keep the game interesting
right down to the end.
Lambiotte's 17 second half
points helped to provide a big
enough cushion down the
stretch, as did the Lady
Crusaders'free throws that put
Fordham away, 73-62, and put
this Lady Crusader team in the
record books as the only one to
win a regular season league
title.
The key to the win (as it
has been in so many games this
season) was the play of the
the
bench,
particularly
forwards. With SHelils in foul
trouble for much of the game,
it was important for players
like Godfrey, sophomore
Carrie Ramenofsky, and junior
Amy Ross to pick some of the
slack.
"Knowing that there are
those players behind me takes
off so much pressure," says
Shields. "I have confidence
that any combination would
give 110%."

An Anne Davis lay-up bounces off the rim against Fordham.
The Crusader!) J. Km.ly, Jr

On Tuesday, just in time
for "Senior Night," it was
announced that Lambioite was
named to GTE Academic AllAmerica District One team. A
List
Dean's
consistent
performer, the economics
Poquoson,
from
major
Virginia said that "I made two
major commitments when I
came to Holy Cross. I have to
keep up the grades to stay here
and I owe it to the team to play
hard all the time."
selection
Lambiotte's
marked the third straight year
that a Holy Cross player was
named to the team.
Having won the conference
title - something that Walker
calls "a great team honor, all of
our wins have been team wins"
- it would be easy for this team
But Coach
to let down.
Gibbons and the seniors aren't
about to let that happen.
"Every game is still important
NCAA
of
terms
in
Tournament hopes," stated

Coach Gibbons, "and it's my
job to make sure that we're
ready to play every game."
Both Walker and Shields
assuredly said that there would
be no let down. "We know
what we have to do because
everybody will be up for us,"
declared Walker.
The remaining two regular
season games are both on the
road at Colgate and Lehigh,
two teams that the Lady
Crusaders beat easily in the
Hart Center.
Then... the
Patriot League Tournament on
March 1, 2, and 3.
Having won the conference
title, the Lady Crusaders will
draw a first round bye, and will
play at 5:30 on Saturday the
2nd. If they have any dreams
NCAA
of making
the
Tournament - certainly a
legitimate goal - they must
continue to win. "We just don't
want it to end," said Shields. If
they keep winning, it never
will.

The skaters wrap up a long and icy season.

Matt Poska makes the save as his defensemen protect the crease.
The CrusaderITom Bridgeforth •

(Continued from Page 21)
on the All-Time List. A stalwart
on defense, he has six goals and
37 assists for 43 career points.
Congrats on fine careers, gentlemen.
Well, that's about all folks.
So, the team finished at a paltry
8-19-1 record, losing many one
goal games and many more-thanone-goal games. Regardless. I do
see a light at the end of this
obscure tunnel known as a losing
record. It might be next year, or
the year after, but I do see a squad
with an abundance of talent just
waiting to be tapped.
Until then,I wait patiently, but
am more than satisfied to write
my final hockey article about one
last victory as I pass on the writing duties for The Great Crusader
Hockey Team. Farewell, and win
more than 8 next year, will ya?

Brian Clyne jostles with a UMass forward.
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Mashburn and crew end
Fordham's 14-game•
win streak
(Continued from Page 19)

The Delivery Boy, Earl Weedon, played in his final regular
season game at the Hart Center against Fordham.
The Crusaderd.J, Kiely, Jr.

Q&A
(Continued from Page 19)
they'll meet the Lakers in the Finals this year; call it a gut
feeling.
-- Speaking of a gut, What about yours?
Put this way: I'd rather play shirts than skins.
-- How 'bout the NHL?
I'll take the Bruins over whatever team Gretzlcy is
on.
-- If you wanted to shoot hoops for an hour, would you
rather play at the Field House, or on an ice pond covered
with pig excrement and the grease from a "College Square"
pepperoni pizza?
Hmmm. It would depend on the temperature
outside.
-- Is Steve (Air) Herman as bad as you make him out to
be?
Yes.
your Indy 500 pick?
Who's
-Either Tom Sneva or Jose Canseco.
-- Will Chris Laporte be drafted in the NFL?
Maybe as a lineman.
-- Do you think anyone is still reading this article?
No.
-- Is Roger Clemens worth five million a year?
Sure; why not? He's got the best arm in baseball
and he's crazy. What else do you want in a pitcher?
-- How come we never got to see Alice's room on the
"Brady Bunch?"
I'm not sure. The thought of Alice's room kind of
gives me the heebee-jeebees; I wouldn't want to ever see a
shirtless Sam the Butcher.
(And those are just of few of the questions most
frequently asked of me. For further info you should
consult the June 1990 issue of"Juggs" magazine).

Cross coach George Blaney commented, "Nobody in the league
has anyone who can match up
with him."
Holy Cross was a slumping
team on the rise, hoping to get
in position for the Patriot League
Tournament. They couldn't have
given themselves a bigger confidence boost, upsetting Fordham
and ruining the Rams perfect record in conference play.
One of the characteristics of
most Holy Cross victories this
season is that they have come out
strong. And that they did, opening up a 22-17 lead with 7:30 to
play in the first half. They were
lef by Junior Leon Dickerson
who jumped off to an incredible
start with 12 points in the first
half alone. However, Fordham
was ble to narrow the gap to 3936 by the end of the first half.
In the first part of the second
half, Fordham kept the game
close, even going up at a couple
of points. But with 10:40 left in
the game, the Crusaders ran off
10 unanswered points to go up
by 11. Fordham narrowed this
lead to 6 (thanks in pert to 3's
from Jean .Prioleau and Mike
"Jim Ed" Rice) and cut it even
further to 5 with 2:55 left when
Fred Herzog nailed a 3, Fordham's final but only 4th try of
the evening.
Holy Cross once again opened
up a solid lead on a Jordan free
throw; Lopez then hit a baseline
jumper but AJ came back with a
17 footer, Fordham's Prioleau
missed a 3, and Dickerson hit a
free throw on the ensuing possession.
Fordham would not die,
though. Mike "Uncle Ben's"
Rice drove and was fouled by
Scott Martzloff. After hitting
both free throws, Rice then grabbed a steal and scored on a fast
. break layup. Holy Cross' Aaron
Jordan was then called for a turnover and Dave "Broncin"
Buckner hit a free throw after
being fouled by Roger Breslin.
Incredible, the lead was but two.
Holy Cross got the ball back,
but Roger Breslin was forced to
clal a timeout to keep from turning the ball over. Rick Mashburn
was then fouled by Rice and hit
the 2nd of his free throws to put
the Cross up by 3 and bringing
the Hart Center crowdd to their
feet.
Fordham called timeout and
got the ball to Damon Lopez on
the ensuing possession. He was
fouled by Jim Nairus and hit bith
his free throws to cut the Purple
lead to I. On the inbounds play,
with 19 seconds left, Fordham
came out with a press but Holy
Cross successfully broke it for a
thunderous Rick
Mashburn
dunk. Fazande brought the ball
up the court and attempted a tying
three but the Hurricane rejected
it ot give HC the ball.
Aaron Jordan was fouled seconds later and went to the line to
shoot a pair of free throws. He
missed the first and Fordham

called time to try and ice him. ing the game shooting only
Apparently, it worked as Jordan 54.3% from the foul line. Somemissed his second free throw. times over the course of the year,
Fordham pulled down the re- the team's erratic foul shouting
bound with just 4 seconds to get will come back to haunt them...
the ball up court and try a threeBlaney has been pleased with
pointer to tie. The two teams the play of two reserves, Scott
charged up the court and Dave Martzloff and Roger Breslin, in
Buckner lofted a desperation run- the last few games. "Scott is rening three...
ally really stepping it up. He's
It fell short, and Holy Cross much more confident...! think
pulled out a 75-72 victory over Roger Breslin has stepped it up
the Patriot League's top team the last couple games also. We're
Fordham.
getting really sound play out of
Before the game, Holy Cross him."
coach George Blaney had said
After suffering a mid-season
there were two keys to beating slump Holy Cross appears to
Fordham. The first was to stop back in the Patriot League
theni three point shooters espe- playoff picture. Coach Blaney
cially Dave Buckner and Jean commented, "We just keep getPrioleau. Fordham shot only 4 of ting better...Our practices have
17(23.5%)from behind the three been a step forward." Blaney is
point line including a 1 for 7 per- very optimistic about the team's
formance from Prioleau and an 0 post-season chances saying,
"Hopefully, we'll be right there."
for 5 debacle by Dave Buckner.
And they will be.
The second key was to play
physical. The Cross also acCROSS NOTES
complished this- outrebounding -Earl Weedon is on track to break
Fordham 38 -30, going to the line the NC record for field goal per35 limes, and fouling out two centage. Weedon is shooting
Fordham players, Mike Rice and 64.7% (88-136). The record is
LaMarr Stinson.
held by Ernie Floyd in 1983-84
Fordham was led by another when he shot 62.1% (177-285)
super-human effort from Damon -Freshman John Young from StaLopez-27 points, 13 rebounds,4 ten Island, NY scored the first
blocks and 3 steals. Fred Herzog points of his college career
added 19 points and Mike Rice against Army when he hit a pair
had 13. Holy Cross was led by of free throws with II seconds
Leon Dickerson (who played left.
with a bruised thigh); Dickerson -Another Freshmnan, David
had 17 points and 10 rebounds, Boyle of Corona Del Mar,
and Jim Nairus added 15 points California, has left school beand 7 rebounds. Aaron Jordan cause of an ear infection. He had
also turned in an excellent all- an ear operation a year and a half
around game with 12 points, 7 ago and has lost 50% of his hearassists, and 6 rebounds. Holy ing due to scar tissue in his ear.
Cross showed one weakness dur- He will return next year.
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Captain Aaron Jordan had twelve points against Fordham.
The Cruuhler1.1.1. Kiely. Jr
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The swimmers make waves
By KEVIN HEALY •
SPORTS STAFF
VICTORY! Yes, after a season that can only be described as
• and burly, the Men's Swim Team
stormed out of their final meet
victoriously, defeating Clark in
a tense yet satisfying meet. Remaining the number one swim
team in Worcester for the fouith
straight year in a row, rve held
off on the self-cong..atulations
and concentrated on die upcoming Patriot League Championship Meet. Highlights of the
Clark meet included the fabulous
1-2 win in the 200 yard freestyle
▪
by Mike Walsh and Kevin CaroIan, with CaroIan getting a personal best time of 1:54:21; Diver
Brian Brandt, who broke the
school's 1 meter record the week
before, taking first place on the
highboard; Andy Hammond's
personal best time in the 1000
with a 11:25:08, and then sudden
appearance of my parents with
•
brownies.
Prom then on, we concentrated
on the precarious, although very
• enjoyable, taper season, where
the yardage goes down and tensions up. Tapering is such a per-

sonal thing, it's like economics:
Some people know what they're
doing and others just close their
eyes and hope for the best. After
swimming like billions of miles
throughout the season, your taper
is vital in putting all the previous
work towards the best possible
swims. The goal is to stay in top
shape while letting your body
gradually rest in preparation for
what you hope will be the best
performances of your career.
And it's tricky because each
swimmer is different and we're
ALL cranky (it's a long season).
Most of us started competing
by the time we were eight years
old. (I don't remember much of
second grade but I do remember
the evil Jason Tingle who was
able to beat my 25 free from second grade all the way to eighth
grade where I finally crushed
him.If it's lonely at the top, well,
that doesn't make being number
two any less of a pisser.)
At any rate, after working at
something for so long, it becomes an encompassing rage tc
beat your best, and it makes it
all the more satisfying when you
ARE able to beat your own times
and achieve new personal

bests...which is what nearly
every one of us did at the Patriot
League Champs...
For the women's team, personal bests include Jill Addesa200 500; 100 fly, 100 free,
Tracey Juan-50 free, 200 breast;
Kathleen Keating? Heidi Mogavera 200 breast 100 breast, Laura
Molinari50 100, Polly O'Brien
100, Maura"2:22:22" Walsh 100
200 back, Laura Whalen-100 fly,
100 free.
For the men, Kevin Carolan200 back; Andy Hammond- 100
fly, 500 free; Kevin Healy- 50
Swimmers Andy Hammond,Kevin Healy, an
free(52:21 Ahh...), 200 free; Ed
Kubosiak- 200 I.M., 50 free;
Kevin Walsh flank coach Bob Parenteau.
Team-Bill Potter-500 free; Matt
Sweeney- 200 back, 500 free; Donahue, Kevin Walsh, Sara
100 back, and third in the 200
Nail, Jim Shea, Allyssa Bates, free. Sophomore sensation Sara
and Kevin Walsh- 200 I.M.
It's exciting when just one ot Tracey Juan, Laura Whalen, Naill took twelfth place in the 50
us achieves a personal best. Kevin Carolan, Matt Sweeney, free.
When nearly all of us do, it's and Maura Walsh.
The Women's team had three — This weekend, the Men's team
either the end of the world or
is at the University of Rhode Iscause for an end of the world 4ays to recuperate before heading
land for their New Englands.
party. Highpoints in a meet filled to Maine for their New England
Will the Power of the Shaved
with highpoints include Jill Ad- Champs, where they put in a
Head bring a well-deserved redesa taking FIRST PLACE inthe number of excellent swims; quite
turn to glory, or will the threat
500, second in the 200 back, and an accomplishment considering
of on-campus intervailing prefifth in the 100 back. Senior Cap- the strain of back-to-back meets.
vail? Stay tuned. Congratulations
tain Carrie Flanagan took fourth 1,111 Adessa put in a number of
to the Swimmin' Women and
in the 500. Other exciting gtellar swims including taking
good luck to their favorite men.
Brenda second in the 500, third in the
included
finalists

A tour de Hermo

Sanger
(Continued from Page 23)

It was guys, just a bunch of guys, singing with my
Dad and me because we loved the game and the Yanks so
much,and it didn't matter that we were strangers. When I
got on the train that night all I cared about was the
Yankees' loss, when I got off the train I had learned that
there was a lot more to sports then the scoreboard.
Male bonding is done almost exclusively through
sports. You'll rarely find men singing together about a
movie or a book, or growing closer after a conversation.
Sports is the way through which men demonstrate
friendship.
When they talk about cancelling events because of
the war, when they talk about how meaningless sports is in
light of the fact that people are dying, I think of that night
on the train. I think of Jack ranting and raving in the
lunatic ward. Maybe, on a grand scale, sports is
comparatively meaningless. Maybe sports is a luxury. But
it is a necessary luxury, if such a thing exists. We need
sports because they make us feel good, they make us feel
closer to one another.
"New York, New York."

HUNGRY?
THINK ITALIAN
THINK

ANGELA'S
Worcester's answer to
Boston's North End
257 Park Ave.
Worcester, Mass.

756-7995
Tuesday Special: Present College I.D. and enjoy
Rigatoni & Meatballs for just $3.95

Joe also gets the Isiah
Keystone Cops tripped up
We Light Up 54-35. For the Thomas award for whining
SPORTS STAFF
losers, Brad Stamm was held more than a new-born baby.
scoreless; after the game he
Now, as advertized, Jim
Another week of I.B.L. has was heard to say, "If you could
"Shady"
only
play
basketball
with
oars!"
Grady and Jim "I Lost
finished and the pretenders,
20
pounds,
I swear" Wines on
There was very sparse "A"
contenders, and sometime
"How
to
improve
your game in
offenders are beginning to League action this past week
one
easy
week":
(If you remember, I protested
show their faces.
Jim Wines: "Well, you have
Starting off with "B" the scores last week).
to
drink way less than you
However, You Lose...
League action...
really
can and mope around
shellacked Again beat Carver High like
Irish
Club
Hank like an infant. Then you'll play
Foliage 50-41. Jack Thorburn, little babies, 69-58.
who comes from the same Ashton, Tommy "Re-" Joyce, really well the next day."
Jim Grady: "Get smooth
Drew and Matt "Social Misfit"
mater
as
alma
with the ladies and talk trash
"Sweetness" Doscher, sank his Morgan led the way.
Afterwards, Scott "Liberty" with the boys. Then, go home
first career tri-fecta.
Bell
graciously offered to and pass out with Paul "Plastic
favorite
Boom
Pre-season
teams with Vince so Hair" Delaney. Wake up in
exchange
sinking
roll,
continued to
finally beat him in the morning, avoid the mirror,
he
could
Dribbling While Intoxicated
and then go hit jumpshots in
on,
some
sport
this year.
rolled
79-57. Forum also
Paul
Reiger's MUG!"
The
only
undefeated
team
squeaking by a "Horndog"-led
now
is
in "A" League right
Mom 41-40.
Markers Posse, a possible Strictly Snapping Neck's; JOE (NEXT WEEK: Deadline Dan
sleeper, beat Illegal Defense FOY gets the John Zambito Boyle's attempt to start and
50-44. Matt "Mr. Congenial" award for not kicking my butt star in his own Women's
Basketball league).
after last week's article.
Brown led the way with 17.
In just a horrible game,
Slow etched out a win against
Tom Terifics 31-30. John
"Bilbo Baggins" Gagnon had a
NAME -- Mike "Sex Kitten" Duggan.
career day for Tom Terrific's,
NICKNAME -- Al Bino.
scoring 4 points.
very
looks
the
Clown
Punch
HEIGHT -- Really tall with the 1960's
tough; they beat up on Clean
albino afro.
John
and Sober 38-26.
"Happy* Broderick and Jim
WEIGHT -- 400 College Square subs.
"Nothin'" Nolan combined for
COMMENTS ON HIS GAME -two baskets.
The pathetic-looking Phil's
-Vince Heidenreich: "I could snap him
Got a Job lost to city View
like a twig!"
Tiger's 32-26. CITY VIEW
TIGERS get "B" League
-Kristin Kraeger and Nancy Sullivan:
players of the week for not
"0000H! He's so dreamy!"
beating up on those sorrylooking athletes too much.
-John Farrel --" ."
Dangling Fury got stomped
-George Hamilton -- "That poor boy
by Tea Baggers 55-31; Smilin'
with
Gene O'Brien led the way
needs to get out in the sun once in a
15 points. Tom Sartorelli was
while."
referred to as the "The Short
Kid" in the score book.
By STEVE(AIR)HERMAN
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The Cruskaters tickle the twine
By KRISTIN CARDONE
SPORTS STAFF
The Women's Ice Hockey
Team had another busy
weekend. Their trip to upstate
New York was a positive
much
experience,
with
improvement seen since their
last contest.
In a cold match-up at
Skidmore, the Crusaders once
again were on the short side of
the score, but the margin of
defeat decreased. The Purple
was agressive from the opening
making
face-off,
several
offensive movements to goal.
Unfortunately, the play of
one Skidmore skater, who
scored five goals, dominated
the game. Stacey Sullivan and
the other goalie did a good job
of stopping her on several
breakaways,
despite
the
Skidmore players repeated
attempts to severely hurt them.
But their efforts were not
enough as HC lost 6-0.
Defensewoman
Kay
Delahay called the opponents
"Beasts. They were really dirty
players; they were all over us
and slamming us into the
boards more than was
necessary. The refs didn't do
anything about it unless we
were the ones initiating the
hit:
The defense played well,
stopping all the Skidmore
skaters with the exception of

#18. They were able to
frustrate the home team with
their sticks and prevent the
easy shot.
Particularly effective was
the teams' ability to work as a
cohesive
unit
when
shorthanded. "None of the
goals that were scored came as
a result of their power plays,"
noted Coach Doc Budzinski.
"It's great to see the team focus
on their positioning and negate
the opponents power play."
Coach Mike Pisacano
complimented the team for
their ability to work well
together but still sees room for
improvement. "I think we are
begining to gain
more
confidence in our ability to
beat them to the puck. We
have to learn to challenge
them more often and be more
aggressive in
the tight
situations."
After a cozy night together
(spent on Skidmore's gym
floor), the team headed to RPI
for a rematch of their early
November 12-0 loss.
An
improved team took the ice
according to Coach Bob
Pomer:
"I attribute their different
attitude to the team bonding
experience we had the night
before. I can say I slept with 16
girls in one night - I mean in
the same room. They reacted
to our criticism of the
Skidmore
game
and

incorporated it into their play."
Sunday's contest saw a
more aggressive Purple squad
that was ready to take the puck
to goal. First year student
Megan Sweeney was pleasantly
surprised by her first shot on
goal. "It was the first time my
line had been across the blue
line for any substantial length
of time. I just wish it went in."
Nearing the end of the first
period, it was junior center
Kristin Burke who finally
connected with the
net.
Suprisingly enough, the goal
was shorthanded and a result
of a steal after a HC defensive
clear. She rifled a wrist shot to
the upperleft corner past a
clueless RPI goaltender to
make the score 2-1.
RPI came out strong in the
next two periods. Although
the Crusaders skated well with
teir opponents, they were
unable to put their shots in the
net. Near misses were fired by
Edie Wagoner, Megan Grimes
and Ellen Stewart.
With only two games
remaining after last nights
contest at MIT the Cruskaters
hope to finish on a winning
note. With confidence in the
skills they have acquired over
the past four months, they face
MIT at home Saturday at
8:00PM and complete the
schedule against BU Tuesday
night at 8:00PM. Don't miss
Jour last chance to catch them
in action.

•

Listen to the Patriot League
Tournament live next
FRIDAY, March 1st:
-The men's semi-finals at
5:30 and 8:00(an exclusive!).
SATURDAY, March 2nd:
-The Men's final at 2:00pm.
-The women's semi-finals at
either 5:30 or 8:00pm.

Join BILL SIMMONS
& JON HORGAN

Terms of
endearment
By KURT SANGER
ASST SPORTc EDITOR
Sports is a man's slumber party. It is a man's only
chance to hang out with other guys without chasing women
or drinking beer. Sometimes men combine the three
bonding activities, but sports is the last purely male
pastime in which guys can be guys and share their
enthusiasm without bias.
There is a great scene in the movie "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" which eloquently displays the
common emotion that sports holds for men. In a lonely
psychiatric institution, Jack Nicholson tries to get his nurse
to turn on the World Series. She refuses to let them watch
the game, so Jack sits down on the couch and starts
inventing the game. He looks into the air, into his
imagination, and starts announcing the World Series as if it
were real. Slowly, the other patients gather around to
watch Jack go crazy. But soon they get sucked into the
game by the fervence of his phantom calls. They start to
believe the game is real too.
And then, as Jack announces an invented,
mammoth homerun, the guys go wild. They start cheering
and dancing and jumping around the ward. Sure they were
whackos, but for a while it didn't matter. Baseball, as
invented by Nicholson, bonded these lonely guys.
I remember the Yankees in 1980. They won over
100 games and seemed destined for another World Series.
They dropped their first two playoff games against the
Kansas City Royals and it looked like they didn't have a
chance to come back. But they were back in New York for
game three and everything looked like it was going to be
alright, because the Yanks at the stadium in the playoffs
were pretty tough to beat.
It was the top of the eighth inning and the world
was right again; the Yankees were up by one with their
closer, Goose Gossage, on the mound. The fans were
loud, the Yanks were up, and it looked like game four was
a sure bet for the next day.
Then, George Brett, George freaking Brett, came
to the plate with two on and one out. Gossage got behind
in the count and threw a fastball right into Brett's
wheelhouse. It must have been his wheelhouse, because
Brett, George freaking Brett, turned on the ball and sent it
further and faster into the right field upper deck of Yankee
Stadium then I had ever seen.
The Yanks went quietly in the bottom of the
eighth and ninth and suddenly their season, their hundred
win season, was as worthless as a last place finish. At nine
years old, having had the Yankees win the Series 25% of
my life, losing was not something I was used to. I was
dejected beyond tears. They always won the Series, and
that they weren't going to was inconceivable. Damn, back
then it seemed like a tragedy.
My father and I sat in our seats and let the
stadium crowd go past us, all in disbelief. We waited a
while and looked at the empty stadium as they played
Sinatra's "New York, New York," for the third time. We
walked down empty ramps to the subway station
wondering how they had lost. The number 6 train was
filled with only fifteen other guys, all spent from the game.
The Yanks were out and so were we.
"Wait till next year," one guy piped up after a few
minutes of dead silence, other than the train wheels
screeching. We all laughed, surprised that anyone could
think ahead or have a sense of humor.
"Start spreadin' the news," one man sang, and we
all laughed again.
"I'm leavin' today," another guy joined in.
"I want to be a part of it, New York, New York."
Everyone was singing.
And for five minutes, between 168th and 86th
streets in Manhattan, fifteen men, fifteen strangers, sang
the Yankee theme song together above the loud roar of
the number 6. In the city cursing was invented for, in the
city of scum and inhumanity, fifteen strangers banded
together and sang.
(Continued on Page 22)
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Farewell to the blades

IRAN Weelic iii Suctits
MEN'S HOOPS:

By TAJ KHAN
SPORTS STAFF

gni

They finally did it. The skaters
ended their losing streak by winning their last game of the season
as they just squeaked by a powerful Fairfield squad by a score
of 12-2. Surprised? I wasn't.
Fairfield was absolutely horrendous. I think my I.H.L. team •
could have beat them and we
have a losing record. Well,
we couldn't
beat
maybe
them...but we would have
scored. Well, maybe we
wouldn't have scored. Anyhow,
all that matters is that the team
won its eighth game of the season
and (hopefully) graduating
seniors Steve Murphy and
Thomas Sartorelli had stellar
final appearances.
This past Saturday was the
third annual Alumni Hockey
Game. After legends of yesteryear limped off the ice to leave
way for the younger skaters, the
team got trounced by an intense
UMass-Boston team. Bringing
an overall record of 14-6-2 into
the game against the Crusaders,
the Beacons were dominant in
both ends of the ice. Matt Poska,
who consequently still needs a
nickname, was lit up for 9 goals
due to shabby Crusader defense
and poor back checking. ,
Nevertheless, Poska managed to
turn away 33 shots as the skaters,
once again, were outshot by a
considerable margin of 20 shots.

Crusader scoring included Vez's
first period goal coming off a,
feed from Brian "I Really Did
Throw A Guy Off The Ice" Clyne
and Tom "Where Am I" Sartorelli. King Clancy notched a
third period goal with help from
Vez and Shaker O'Shea. Final
Score: 9-2.
Well, enough of losing...now
to the winning aspect. You must
put yourself in my position and
then will you realize how much
easier it is to write these things
for a team that wins. This season,
I was able to savor the eight victories which were surrounded by
19 losses. With each loss, I tried
to look for something positive,
the tiny light at the end of the
tunnel, the puck going into the
opposition's net...but all I saw
was our goalies getting sunburn
from OUR red light going on. A
month...a month...a MONTH of
losses!
But then it happened. Maybe
it was the realization that it was
the senior's last game, or maybe
it was the sunscreen; whatever
the reason, we trounced the Fairfield Stags by a 9-goal margin.
Everyone scored, even Mike
-The New Lemieux" Kendrot
managed to mark the score sheet.
In his second start of the season,
Kendrot earned the "W" by turning away 18 shots. Lance Brady
had 2 goals and an assist, Caddyman O'Connor had 2 assists,
Mark "The Italian Stallion in
Cowboy Boots" Vergilii had

three assists, Shaker O'Shea had
a goal and an assist, and Jon "I
Was The BEST B.C.High Kid
On The Ice" Mattson had two
goals. Take a breather - the list
goes on....
"The
Enforcer"
Chooch
Fukuda, Matt Cushing, and Matt
Dudley had assists, King Clancy,
who finished the season in the
scoring lead with 33 points, had
a goal and two assists, Los Logos
Logan had 5 goals and 6 assists,
The Brick Clyne had a goal and
2 assists, Jeff Morin had three
assists, and Dean "I Can Beat
Mike Tyson" Gianoukos recorded his 21st TKO of his
career.
Peter Verrier and Mike Shustak both had an assist apiece,
which consequently tied them for
second place in team scoring. Altogether, the team had a combined total of 31 points on the
night.
And, of course, the seniors.
After many rigorous years of dedication and support, seniors
Steve Murphy and Tom Sartorelli
went out with a bang and Murph
netted two and San set up three
goals. In three years of play,
Murphy has played in 53 career
games at H.C. This season, the
Algonquin graduate has tallied 5
goals and four assists for nine
points. Sartorelli, a Chelmsford
High graduate, has played in 122
career games ranking him 16th

Feb. 25, at Lehigh,3:00pm.*
WOMEN'S HOOPS:
Feb. 23, at Colgate,5:00pm.
Feb.25, at Lehigh,5:45pm.
MEN'S SWIMMING:
Feb. 21-23, New England
Championships (at UMaine).
MEN'S TRACK:
Feb. 22-23, at NEIC3A with B.U..
WOMEN'S TRACK:
Patriot League Championships
at Colgate.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY:
Feb. 23, RPI,8:00pm.
Feb.26,BOSTON U.,8:00pm.
(* The winner will clinch 2nd place in the Patriot League)
PATRIOT LEAGUE STANDINGS:
1) Fordham, 11-1.
2) Lehigh,7-2.

5)Colgate, 2-7.
-

3)HOLY CROSS,7-3.

6)Army,2-9.
7) Lafayette, 1-9.

4) Bucknell, 5-4.

(Continued on Page 20)

BOX SCORES

Crusaber athlete of the

eck

JILL ADDESA
Jill
swimmer
Junior
Addesa simply ran amok in
biggest
the
two
championships of the year:
In the New England's, Jill
took 2nd in the 500 freestyle
(5:06.8), 3rd in the 200
freestyle (1:56.3), and 3rd in
the backstroke (1:01.8).
In the Patriot League
championships', she set a 500
record
meet
freestyle
(5:04.2), finished 2nd in the
200 freestyle (1:56.4), and
place 5th in the 100
backstroke (1:01.9).

vir

Feb. 23, at Colgate,7:30pm.

Jill's success was not
anything new; she owns six
records, including:
-100 freestyle.
-100 butterfly.
-100 backstroke.
-200 backstroke.
-200 individual medley.
-400 individual medley.

FORDHAM(72)
FORDHAM(62)
Fred Herzog 7-14 3-4 19,
Christine Kennedy 3-8 4-5 10,
Mike Buckner 1-10 1-2 3, Nicole-Williams 7-134-5 18,Sue
Damon Lopez 9-11 9-11 27, Moser 6-10 4-6 16, Stacy
James Prioleau 1-11 0-0 3, Mike Paukovitz 4-11 2-2 10, Cami
Rice 4-6 4-4 13, Jay Fazande 0-1 Cass 2-7 0-0 4, Jane Gilvary 1-3
0-0 2, Sanford Jenkins 1-3 1-2 0-0 2, Missy Batchelor 0-1 0-0
3, Kevin McBride 0-0 0-1 0, 0, Heather Donlon 1-4 0-0 2. ToLaMarr Stinson 1-3 2-5 4. Totals tals 24-58 14-18 62.
24-59 20-29 72.
HOLY CROSS(75)
Earl Weedon 1-4 1-1 3, Leon
Dickerson 8-10 1-2 17, Jim HOLY
CROSS(73)
Nairus 5-13 2-2 15, Aaron Jordan
Norinne POwers 5-11 6-8 16,
3-6 6-12 12, Bill Walket 5-9 1-3 Ann Lambiotte 10-16 5-5
15,
11, Rick Mashburn 2-5 2-3 6, Kris Shields 1-3
0-1 2, Mary
Frank Powell 0-0 4-6 4, Scott Helen Walker 4-13 7-7 15, Anne
Martzloff 1-3 2-6 4, Roger Bres- Davis 0-4 0-2 0, Meghan
Sullilin 1-3 0-0 3. Totals 26-53 19-35 van 3-5 3-6 9, Laurie
Carson 0-0
75.
0-00, Amy Ross 1-40-0 2,Dawn
Halftime: Holy Cross, 39-36. Hoegh 0-0 0-0 0, Andrea Tucker
Three-point goals: Fordham 4-17 0-0 0-0 0, Carrie Ramenofsky 1(Herzog 2-3, Buckner 0-5, 2 0-0 2, Beth Godfrey 1-3 0-0 2.
Prioleau 1-7, Rice 1-1, Fazande Totals 26-61 21-29 73.
0-1), Holy Cross 4-10(Nairus 35, Jordan 0-3, Walker 0-1, Breslin 1-1). Rebounds: Fordham 33
(Lopez 13), Holy Cross 38(DicHalftime: Holy Cross, 36-29.
kerson 10). Assists: Fordham 17 Three-point goals: Fordham 0-0;
(Rice 5), Holy Cross 19 (Jordan
Holy Cross 0-1. Rebounds: For7). Total fouls: Fordham 29, dham 27(Moser 11); Holy Cross
Holy Cross 27. Fouled out: Rice, 49 (Powers 10). Assists: ForStinson, Martzloff. Attendance: dham 14(Cass 4); Holy Cross 17
3,240. Records: Fordham 21-6, (Davis 8). Records: Fordham 1311-1: Holy Cross 15-10, 7-3.
14,9-3, Holy Cross 20-5, 10-0.

